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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The aim of this study is to develop a simple "recipe" for use by a civilian nuclear utility to
give an easy-to-use measure of the risk posed by a specific nuclear-reactor fuel form for
diversion or theft and the subsequent processing of this material into a form useful for the
construction of a nuclear explosive. This recipe ideally would give a quantitative measure of
intrinsic (institutional) and extrinsic (physical) protection needed to reduce the risk of such
diversion or theft to similar, acceptable levels for the full ranges of fissile materials within the
nuclear fuel cycle.

Three approaches to meeting this goal were sequentially pursued: a) a multiplicative "four-
factor formula" was posited and partially evaluated, wherein each factor independently
embodies source-material metrics related to motivational, quantity, quality, and protection
factors; b) a "cost-versus-effort" relative-attractiveness measure that was applied to a range of
nuclear-reactor fuel forms commonly encountered in the nuclear fuel cycle, wherein the
technical difficulty for a given proliferating agent (e.g., non-nuclear-weapon state, nation of
concern, or a sub-national group) was assumed to be proportional to commercial costs of
various processes needed to "win" bomb-quality material from specific fuel forms; and c) a
formal attractiveness-level evaluation of the fuel forms used in approach b), with protection
categories and attractiveness levels suggested as guidance by the IAEA(1999) and by the
USDOE(1999) being applied. Approach b) followed from difficulties in carrying forward
approach a) because of sensitivities to and factor-interdependencies of the identified
proliferating agent, as well as to conceptual problems in quantifying the "four-factor-formula"
parameter related to the protection metric. The weaknesses of the "cost-versws'-effort" when
applied to specific nuclear-reactor fuel forms for a specific proliferating agent became clear
when facility and/or source-material availability rather than cost or effort per se was
evaluated to be a more important consideration. The "cost-versm-effort" approach,
nevertheless, yielded usable correlations, even considering these limitations. The approach c)
based on USDOE-defined "attractiveness levels" also provided useful correlations for the fuel
forms considered in this study; these metrics, as quantified in this study, have been applied to
separate nuclear-fuel-cycle evaluations.

In the course of conducting this research, extensive and correlative review of both the arms-
control and non-proliferation literature was made to establish a more enlightened basis from
which to make modeling assumptions. This review material is summarized herein. The
process used and results obtained from the three probes for a simple "recipe" are then
reported. Conclusions from this study are cast into a closing section following a three-tiered
structure that moves from the more general (derived from the literature reviewed) to the more
specific (based on the specific approaches explored and questions raised by this exploration).
While not repeating these conclusions verbatim here, top-level finding derived from this
research are listed as follows:

• Proliferation concerns are real, and the measures to reduce risks related thereto are
necessary at all levels of fissile-material handling.



• The commercial nuclear fuel cycle is and has to be part of the proliferation risk measures
taken.

• It is important to know the proliferation risks (Attractiveness Levels; USDOE, 1999) for
all relevant parts of the commercial nuclear fuel cycle so that the most vulnerable parts
can be well protected, and inventories of materials with high Attractiveness Levels, (e.g.,
fresh MOX. HEU) can be optimally minimized.

• The two official guidelines (IAEA. 1999; USDOE, 1999) for categorizing Attractiveness
Levels and related protection categories are similar, but the former is more restrictive and
does not differentiate according plutonium quality; from the viewpoint of a nuclear
electric utility who owns and deals with relevant materials, both an alignment and
elaboration of guidelines into a quantitatively applicable form would be of great use.

• A logical and convincingly consistent argumentation or basis for the categorization of
proliferation risks, as quantified through the recommended Attractiveness Levels, could
not be found for the practical commercial fuel forms adopted for this investigation. Both
sets of categorization guidelines, however, indicate greater potential for proliferation from
sources that require less material to be acquired for processing into material that is useful
in construction of a nuclear explosive.

• The issue of protection versus risk surfaced throughout this study. To understand
quantitatively the role of protection in neutralizing proliferation risk is of strong practical
(operational, economic) importance. Questions arise as to the existence of a level of
protection where the proliferation risk approaches zero. For most governments and
publics, simply possessing potential source material causes a perception of a risk of theft
or diversion, thereby contributing to a proliferation risk. The question arises as to
whether a "protection" policy can be devised that at some level reduces the perception of
such risks.

• The relationship between safeguard philosophy and rules and the (identity of)
proliferating agents coloured most aspects of this study: At an operational level, the aims,
goals, and capabilities of the proliferating agent will affect the relationship between
source material quality and quantity, as well as any metric devised to monitor "protection"
[at both extrinsic (institutional) and intrinsic (material, technology) level], particularly as
applied by the "owner" and the locale (country) of the nuclear material under
consideration. A key question remains as to how the local safeguard authority should
respond in protecting against threats that are dependent on the specific location of the
fuel-based source material and the particular proliferating agent.



Summary Abstract

The primary goal of this study is to frame the problem of nuclear proliferation in the context
of protection and risks associated with nuclear materials flowing in the civilian nuclear fuel
cycle. The perspective adopted for this study is that of a nuclear utility and the flow of fresh
and spent nuclear fuel with which that utility must deal in the course of providing economic,
safe, and ecologically acceptable electrical power to the public. Within this framework
quantitative approaches to a material-dependent, simplified proliferation-risk metric are
identified and explored. The driving force behind this search for such a proliferation metric
derives from the need to quantify the proliferation risk in the context of evaluating various
commercial nuclear fuel cycle options {e.g., plutonium recycle versus once-through). While
the formulation of the algebra needed to describe the desired, simplified metric(s) should be
straight forward once a modus operandi is defined, considerable interaction with the user of
any final product that results is essential. Additionally, a broad contextual review of the
proliferation problem and past efforts in the quantification of associated risks was developed
as part of this study. This extensive review was essential to setting perspectives and
establishing (feasibility) limits to the search for a proliferation metric(s) that meets the goals
of this study. Past analyses of proliferation risks associated with the commercial nuclear fuel
cycle have generally been based on a range of decision-analysis, operations-research tools.
Within the time and budget constraints, as well as the self-enforced (utility) customer focus,
the more subjective and data-intensive decision-analysis methodologies where not pursued.
Three simplified, less-subjective approaches were investigated instead: a) a simplified "four-
factor" formula expressing as a normalized product political, material-quantity, material-
quality, and material-protection metrics; b) a highly aggregated "cost-equal-effort" or
comparative-value method was applied to an array of commercial nuclear fuel forms in an
effort to rank the attractiveness (to a proliferating agent) in terms of required effort as gauged
through commercial costs; and c) the extension, if not actual application, of the system of
Attractiveness Levels recommended by the USDOE as an extension and refinement of related
IAEA protection-category guidelines. The Attractiveness-Level methodology, when
compared to similar protection categories suggested by the IAEA, highlighted differences in
required protection of specific source materials, with the IAEA being more conservative.
From the viewpoint of a utility or research institute dealing with potential source materials,
these differences can be important in budgetary terms. Both the "cost-equal-effort" and the
Attractiveness-Level methodologies were pursued to deal with conceptual and evaluation
impasses encountered with the "four-factor" formulation that were related primarily to the
material-protection term necessary for its evaluation. The development, analyses, and
evaluations performed to date on all three, inter-related approaches to simplified proliferation-
risk metrics, as applied to the commercial nuclear fuel cycle, is reported. Key questions are
discussed that must be resolved before a useful and simplified evaluation "recipe" with which
to evaluate proliferation risk and required protection levels (and cost) to nullify that risk is
made available to the operator of a nuclear power plant and the total fuel cycle supporting it.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. Goals and Objectives

The primary goal of this study is to frame the problem of nuclear proliferation in the context
of protection and risks associated with nuclear materials flowing in the civilian nuclear fuel
cycle (NFC). The perspective adopted for this study is that of a nuclear utility and the flow of
fresh and spent nuclear fuel with which this utility must deal in the course of providing
economic, safe, and ecologically acceptable power to the public. Within this framework,
quantitative tasks required to derive a material-dependent, simplified proliferation-risk metric
are identified and explored. While the formulation of the algebra needed to describe the
desired simplified metric(s) should be straight forward once a modus operandi is defined,
considerable interaction with the user of any final product that results is essential.
Additionally, a broad review of past efforts in this area of nuclear proliferation is essential to
developing a clear perspective and context for the directions taken by this study. Such a
review of past work and related motivational elements, therefore, has been developed as part
of this study, is summarized herein, but is reported elsewhere (Krakowski, 2000). Past
analyses in this area have generally been based on a broad range of decision-analysis tools,
including Expert Group Delphi techniques, Comparative (Cost) Measures, Multi-Attribute
Utility Analysis, Risk/Consequence or Probabilistic Risk Analysis, Multi-Criteria
Optimisation, etc., as summarized in Krakowski(2000). In addition to this body of past work,
a historical background is developed in the general area of nuclear arms control to set a
perspective of the role, both past and present, played by nuclear non-proliferation. This
historical perspective was also judged to be crucial in setting perspectives and (feasibility)
limits to the search for a proliferation metric(s) that meets the aims of the present study.

B. Approach

Three simplified, less-subjective approaches to quantifying proliferation risk and related
protection requirements from an electric-utility perspective were investigated in this study.
First, a simplified "four-factor" formula expressing as a normalized product political,
material-quantity, material-quality, and material-protection metrics was examined. This
approach proved easier to conceive than to implement, primarily because of an inability to
assure the relative independence of the four factors that comprise this metric, as well as an
inability to find a means for evaluating the materials-protection metric. As a second
approach, a highly aggregated "cost-equal-effort" methodology was developed and applied to
a representative array of commercial nuclear fuel forms to rank the proliferation attractiveness
of these fuel forms, as well as to understand better the relationship between fissile-material
form and protection category suggested by the IAEA(1999). In this approach, commercial
costs where adopted as a measure of technical difficulty in "winning" weapons-usable
material from a variety of commercial source materials. Thirdly, the system of Attractiveness
Levels (AL) recommended by the USDOE(1999) was examined for a representative array of
commercial nuclear fuel forms and compared to the protection categories suggested by the
IAEA(1999). Both the "cost-equal-effort" and the AL methodologies were pursued to deal
with the impasse encountered with the approach based on the "four-factor" formula and the
evaluation of the associated material-protection term. The analyses performed to date on all
three, inter-related approaches to simplified proliferation-risk metrics as applied to the



commercial NFC has identified a few key questions that must be resolved - these are
summarized in a conclusions section (Sec. FV.).

Proliferation as used in this study refers to the acquisition of nuclear weapons (NW) by a
non-nuclear-weapon state (NNWS) or a sub-national terrorist (TR) group (SNG). The focus
of this study is on the removal (diversion or theft) of civilian nuclear materials for use in
developing materials that could be useful by a NNWS or a SNG in making NWs. Expressed
in terms of its antonym, non-proliferation (Gardner, 1994) embodies those activities that
prevent Nation States and sub-national groups from acquiring or producing nuclear weaponry.
Those activities flow through an international regime that is represented by a patchwork of
institutions, treaties, legislation, and regulations operating together on the basis of shared
values and principles. This non-proliferation regime is composed of the Non-Proliferation
Treaty (NPT). the treaties of Tlatelolco and Rarotonga, the IAEA and various nuclear control
agencies, multilateral export control groups, and domestic legislation and regulations dealing
with the control of nuclear materials and technology.

C. Perspectives

Since the focus of this study is on assessing risks associated with NW-usable material derived
in turn from source materials (SM) that flow in the commercial NFC, the dilemma, therefore,
arises from the need for prevention/control of nuclear NW proliferation through the
conversion of latent capabilities or through theft, while leaving unimpeded the application of
the many "unconventional" (e.g., anything nuclear) technologies required for the peaceful uses
of nuclear energy and related processes. A longer-term goal of this study is to contribute to
the ongoing debate and assessment of the sustainability (Brundtland, 1987) of nuclear energy
(Kroeger. 1999; IAEA. 2000; NEA/OECD, 2000; USDOE, 2000) with regard to the impact of
proliferation on reaching this sustainability goal. In this context, the "top-level" view of the
NFC given in Fig. 1 is useful for describing the entire "sustainability pie" as applied to nuclear
energy. The issue of sustainability for nuclear energy rests with the overall NFC and the
economic, safety, and environmental impacts related thereto. Figure 1 focuses on the
economy and the ecology* legs of the "three-legged" picture of sustainability. The third leg,
society, as reflected explicitly in risk aversion, administrative controls, long-term concerns,
etc., is broadly incorporated in the goal of "maximize public safety" (Fig. 1), which also
reflects proliferation-related concerns. Whether or not NW proliferation should be included
as a cardinal issue for the long-term sustainability of nuclear energy varies widely among
countries and among groups and individuals within a given region. While the NFC can be
shown to be the least-attractive SM source, particularly for a proliferating agent of the SNG
class, the long and varied connection between nuclear weapons and nuclear power for the
NWS. as is summarized chronologically in Appendix A, has a strong impact on public
perception of nuclear energy.

Based on the operational characteristics of nuclear power plants (e.g., very low emissions,
almost no fuel resource limitations, etc.), the claim can be made that nuclear energy is a
sustainable energy source. However, two low-probability/high-consequence events
accompanying the large-scale implementation of civilian nuclear energy that, if they occurred,
are judged to violate key tenants of any set of neatly posed and proven sustainability thesis for
nuclear energy. These events are: a) a severe reactor-core accident, and b) clandestine NW
proliferation. The first releases sequestered fission products and/or actinides to the
surrounding countryside and populations in amounts that are sufficient to result in severe



long-term loss of land and life (Hirschberg, 1998). In some future world of heavy chemical
processing of spent nuclear fuel (SNF), such an accident might not be limited to the reactor
core or electric-generation part of the fuel cycle, albeit, because of the large potential energy
source available to drive large releases, the latter remains the primary concern. The second
(clandestine NW proliferation) would result from the use of source materials derived
somewhere from within the generalized NFC illustrated in Fig. 1. Under either condition, the
long-term potential and goal for nuclear energy can be viewed as one of conditional
siistainability. Detailed studies may "show" the sustainability of nuclear energy //"these two
events do not happen. To these two "conditions" for sustainability of nuclear energy a third
might be added: c) long-term (millennial) impacts of waste products that are unique to nuclear
energy (long-lived fission products; minor actinides; even, for some, the nuclear fuel,
plutonium). This waste-related concern, however, falls into a millennial time frame, and does
not have the potential for rapid, unaccommodating loss of life and land as do the proliferation
and the large-accident/release sustainability conditionals. Hence, long-term waste issues as
they impact sustainability are not considered. Nevertheless, like the severe accident and
proliferation, millennial impacts of nuclear waste fall partly under the society leg of
sustainability, in that this is influenced strongly by the risk aversion of that society and the
ability to comprehend and trade off risks with benefits related to the generation and use of
energy of all kinds. This "three-legged" picture of sustainability and the connection with the
four cardinal issues for nuclear energy (safety, waste, economics, and proliferation) are
illustrated in Fig. 2.
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Figure 1. Integrated view of a sustainable Nuclear Fuel Cycle (NFC). Also shown in parentheses are those
"legs" of the "three-legged" picture of sustainability (e.g., Economy. Ecology, and Society) that each of the NFC
goals touches (Fig. 2).
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Figure 2. Relationship between four cardinal issues for nuclear energy and the three generic elements that
determine sustainability.

D. Report Scope

The work reported herein is hoped to contribute to the understanding of the NW-proliferation
issue related to the nuclear fuel cycle. Included in this contribution is a brief, but
comprehensive, background (Sec. II.) survey of key elements that define the proliferation
issue, as it relates to the NFC. Although the background material summarized in Sec. II. is
not essential to understanding the analytical approaches reported in Sec. HI., the evolving role
of non-proliferation in reshaping the fabric of post-Cold-War arms control, characterizing
classes of potential proliferating agents, and setting some perspective of the future proved
valuable to setting the course of this study. The findings from the three approaches to the
proliferation issue are then given in Sec. III., with summary findings, conclusions, and
questions being given in Sec. IV. The broad and varied literature on approaches to quantify or
otherwise "metricize" risks associated with proliferation from the NFC is given in a separate
report compiled as part of this study (Krakowski, 2000).



II. BACKGROUND

The development of any model-based assessment of proliferation risk would benefit from an
understanding of the history and trends in (nuclear) arms control and related movements to
limit or prevent the proliferation of nuclear weapons (NWs). This section encapsulates such
an understanding, recognizing the existence of detailed treatises on and analyses of this
subject (Freedman, 1989; Gardner, 1994; Meter, 1984; Le Guelte, 1999; Schell, 2000). This
material proved valuable in providing a perspective for the understanding the context in which
any measure of proliferation risk is to be developed and assessed, particularly when such a
measure must be tailored to the aims and goals of a nuclear-utility customer providing power
to a nuclear- and sustainability-conscious public through a NFC that reaches far outsides the
boundaries and boarders of the service area. The following subsections briefly cover the
history of nuclear weapons and arms control in global policies, proliferator trends and
profiles, SM pathways, SM safeguards, barriers and hindrances to proliferation, and past study
approaches to the quantification of the problem.

A. History of Arms Control and the Non-Proliferation Regime

The integrated accumulation of nuclear weapons states (NNWs) over the last half century is
indicated in Fig. 3 (Drell, 2000); a "steady-state increase of one NWS every five years is
indicated. In the order US, USSR, China, India, Pakistan, each new addition to the "club" of
NWS represents a response to fear derived from the previous addition. The joining of UK and
France resulted primarily from motivational forces related more to national prestige, whereas
the special case of Israel (and to some extend South Africa) were driven by the threats from
neighbouring regions. The break up of the USSR in 1990 created three instantaneous
members to the club of NWS, which upon return of NWs to Russia decrease this membership
by the same amount. The questions of Iraq, Iran, and North Korea remain unresolved in the
near future. The integrated number of NWs built by the five charter members of the NWS
club is shown in Fig. 4. An important study of the relationship between the number of
"initiates" and (ultimate) full membership in the NWS club and the level of civilian (not
necessarily military, to a degree determined by the country) nuclear technology is reported by
Meyer (1984) and remains relevant today. The chronological relationship between the total
world NWs (Fig. 4) and the introduction both of research reactors, NRRX, and power
reactors, NPRX, is shown in Fig. 5. Through careful analysis of the trends and correlation
indicated on Fig. 5, Meyer concludes that little relationship could be found between the "latent
capacity" that is available to build a NW arsenal (e.g., the presence of related technologies an
appropriately trained personnel) and the actual development of a NW capability.
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On the basis of the simple dynamics depicted in Figs. 4 and 5, four stages can be identified in
the development of strategic thinking about NW arms control over the last half century
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(Schell, 2000): Disarmament => Deterrence => "Peacemaking" => "Unravelment". Brief
descriptions of these four stages are listed below:

• Nuclear Disarmament: Bernard Baruch Plan (1946); eliminate NWs; place nuclear
technology under international control; US-USSR negotiations occurred just before the
latter achieved NW capability, and collapse thereafter; the nuclear arms race began;

• Nuclear Deterrence (1960-70s): establish nuclear balance and stability by restricting "first-
strike" force and limiting NWs; build up of large numbers of NWs on the part of US and
USSR;

• Nuclear "Peacemaker" (1970s-1990): Cold War ends; peace {e.g., no major wars)
enforced through a "neodeterrence" brought about by the threat of NW use, coupled with a
non-proliferation policy and active arms control; the dilemma of disarmament, however,
remains;

• Crisis/Instability/"Unravelment" (1990-2000): NWS seemingly cannot control
proliferation; some level of NW proliferation accepted and superintended to some kind of
transition to a world with many countries possessing NWs (Nuclear Anarchy).

NUCLEAR STATISTICS CHRONOLOGY
1 0 0

TIME

Figure 5. (Non)Correlation of growth in civilian nuclear technology with the growth of NWs and NWSs (Meyer,
1984): NPRX = States with power reactors; NRRX = States with research reactors; NNWS = States with NWs;
INITIATES = States having initiated NW programs.

Since the end of the Cold War, the shift in policy has been from one dominated by deterrence
to one emphasising non-proliferation. This dual policy of trying to control the growth of
NWSs while maintaining the current NWS membership may itself breed NW proliferation
(Schell, 2000).

Whereas NW during Cold War were "equalizers" between East and West, this has now shift
to Non-Western States, with the West possibly becoming the "equalized". The States now
seeking "equality" in this arena often have a connection to or relationship with, or a
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sponsorship of sub-national component. The former are called "nations of concern" (NOC, or
Rogue States) by the West, and the latter are called terrorist "sub-national groups" (SNGs).
The overwhelming capability in conventional weaponry by the US and NATO, and the proven
willingness to use it. also drives NOCs and SNGs towards developing or obtaining NW
"equalizers", possibly in concert with each other (e.g., SNG "doers" and NOC
sponsors/supporters). That the former have no country per se limits or eliminates deterrence
fears as a control policy. Whereas NWs in the thousands could successfully stalemate two
gargantuan military forces, each might be rendered relatively defenceless against a few NWs,
should they be wielded by some Stateless hand. This situation placed the modelling of
proliferation threat and the forces that might drive those threats into an uncharted regime than
the State-base analyses of the past (Krakowski, 2000).

Schell (2000) describes this situation [the proliferation-prone nature of the current post-Cold-
War Deterrence + strong(er) Non-Proliferation policy] as a politically correct (from a Western
perspective) policy placed in an unreal (proliferation-driving/catalysing) regime. It is claimed
that the only two "real" regimes (e.g., realities that can actually be achieved) are either wide
spread NW proliferation among Nation States [Nuclear Anarchy, as explored by
Waltz(1981)]. or NW Abolition/Disarmament; both (today, and in the West) are not "
politically acceptable". This situation is depicted heuristically in Fig. 6. While the relative
positioning of the present regime and the "real" alternatives are not given any significance,
this simple view does not capture the dynamics of the present system and the time scale over
which the present "unreality" policy (a policy of appeasement and susceptible to unraveling)
can be maintained.

XT i A u Reality
Nuclear Anarchy

Nuclear
Abolition

Politically Politically
Unacceptable Acceptable

Present NonProliferation
Regime with Indefinite
Holders of NWs

(a policy of avoiding choice: a
policy of appeasement: a policy

Unreality susceptible to unraveling)

Figure 6. Real alternative (those that can actually be achieved) and political realities (relative to a specific
political co-ordinate): after Schell(2000)
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Non-proliferation is an important element in present-day fabric that forms NW arms Control.
This fabric is comprised of five main strands (Schell, 2000), as listed below. These strands
form the "woof that crosses the Nation-State "warp". The first three strands pertain entirely
to the US and the Russian Republic (and the USSR in the Cold-War past), whereas the last
two embody most nations. The NPT is by far the most far-reaching and fragile; its longevity
depends on the good-faith promise and ability of the five members of the NWS club to reduce
NW steps at a rate and in amounts that indicate "acceptable " progress towards the Nuclear
Abolition part of the Reality/Politically Acceptable phase space sketch out in Fig. 6.

• Moscow-Washington Negotiations: Offence-Related; Treaties: SALT-I (1991) limiting
each to 7000 warheads, and SALT-II (1992) aiming at a target of 3000-3500 warheads;

• Rein in Defences: ABM(1972), in recognition that a defensive build up leads to offensive
imbalance/instability;

• NW Test Bans: ATB(1963), CTBT;

• Global Nuclear NPT (Ratified by 182 NNWS; Israel, India, Pakistan, and Cuba outside,
NWS good-faith NW disarmament);

• Ban NW Special (fissile) Nuclear Material (SNM) Production.

Non-Proliferation, or those activities that prevent Nation States and sub-national groups from
acquiring or producing nuclear weaponry (Gardner, 1994), has been highly effective in
stemming the drift from the present situation to the upper left regions of Fig. 6. Table I list
key chronological events leading to the present situation. A more comprehensive chronology
relating the connection of NW to nuclear energy (primarily by the NWSs) is given in
Appendix A. These non-proliferation activities are conducted within an International Regime
that is represented by a patchwork of institutions, treaties, legislation, and regulations that
operate together on the basis of shared values and principles - mainly, that lots of Nation
States having lots of NWs is not a healthy world condition, no matter where the "reality"
parameter sets (Fig. 6). Specifically, the Non-Proliferation Regime is composed of (Gardner,
1994) the NPT, the treaties of Tlatelolco and Rarotonga, the IAEA and various nuclear
control agencies, multilateral export control groups, and domestic legislation and regulations
dealing with the control of nuclear materials and technology. Referring to Figs. 1 and 2, the
dilemma is embodied in the need to prevent/control NWs proliferation from proceeding
through the conversion of "latent capabilities" or theft, while not impeding the application of
the many "unconventional" {e.g., anything nuclear) technologies required for the peaceful
uses of nuclear processes and energy. That conversion of latent capability to create a NW
arsenal so far has no precedent is encouraging, but new technologies will have to maintain
this accomplishment if nuclear energy is more widely (geographically) and broadly (in terms
of applications) used in the future.

In summary, both deterrence and non-proliferation are policies inspired by fear of some NW-
armed foe (Schell, 2000); the way to avoid destruction by a rival is to possess NWs, and this
itself is an invitation to NW proliferation. Whereas deterrence was the dominant effect
during the Cold War, now it is non-proliferation. Continued possession of NWs by many
nations makes diversion of SM or NWs into the hands of terrorist groups, either with or
without aid from a NOC, more likely. Since terrorists have no nation to lose, the terrorist
SNG cannot be deterred by threat of retaliation. While the only policy to impact nuclear
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terrorism in the long run is nuclear abolition (Schell, 2000), the dynamics of both maintaining
the present relatively static state and of achieving such a final conditions are not known, nor
is the realism associated with achieving such a transition. Finally, while the West promotes
non-proliferation through the NPT as reflecting interests of all nations in international order
and stability: Non-West States see non-proliferation as serving interests of Western
hegemony: for the Non-West. NWs = equalizer (Huntington, 1995). For that reason, the
indefinite extension of the NPT had a few descending views: Syria, Jordan, Iraq, Iran, Libya,
Malaysia, and Nigeria. Finally, at the level of the Nation State, the Cold War situation (US
versus USSR) was described by a process where the two gargantuan States were each
pursuing a costly NW build-up (e.g.. build-up versus build-up), and the outcome was strongly
dependent on technical competence, resource commitment, and economic sustainability; the
results of this process were not foreordained (Huntington, 1995). The Post-Cold-War
situation is different; a militarily (in terms of conventional forces) and economically
dominant US and a militarily weakened and economically transitioning Russia. As the West
(US) pursues a domestic build-up/sustain/maintain policy domestically and a hold-down
policy abroad with regard to NWs. the outcome becomes more predictable (Huntington,
1995). Military capabilities will diffuse as a consequence of global economic and social
development (e.g.. more money to buy weapons). A hold-down policy may slow build-up in
other countries, but will not stop the process because of: a) economic development; b)
incentive to make and sell weapons and related technical expertise; and c) the evolving
political motives of regionally dominant or "core" States seeking or possessing NWs (e.g.,
such weapons enhance regional dominance, while offering a deterrence to otherwise
overwhelming US conventional forces). So even at the level of Nation States, the tendency
exists for the spread of NWs in response to the possession of NW by the NWSs.

On the basis of this history of arms control and the non-proliferation regime it is clear that the
character and concerns of the potentially proliferating "customer" for SM has changed, the
target for proliferation control is moving, and the boundary between the push and pull of
proliferation is diffuse. More to the point of the present study, however, is whether the
customer for any proliferation-risk "recipe" should even be concerned as to the identity of the
"customer" who is supposedly searching for the SM that the former is charged with protecting.
The trends and profiles for the latter are now explored.
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Table I. The Long and (Generally) Successful History of the Non-Proliferation Regime.

• 1945 US drops atomic bombs on Hiroshima and Nagasaki
• 1946 US adopts McMahon Act; proposes Baruch Plan
• 1949 USSR tests nuclear explosive
• 1952 Great Britain tests nuclear explosive
• 1953 US proposes Atoms for Peace plan
• 1957 IAEA founded
• 1960 France tests nuclear explosive
• 1963 Limited Test Ban Treaty signed
• 1964 China tests nuclear explosive
• 1967 Treaty of Tlatelolco completed
• 1968 NPT completed
• 1971 Zangger Committee formed
• 1974 India tests nuclear explosive
• 1975 Nuclear Suppliers Group created
• 1978 US Nuclear Non-Proliferation Act passed
• 1980 IAEA reports on Int. Fuel Cycle Evaluation (INFCE)
• 1981 Israel destroys Iraqi research reactor at Tammuz
• 1985 Treaty of Rarotonga completed
• 1986 Former Dimona technician reveals Israeli NW program
• 1992 NSG adopts full-scope safeguards export policy
• 1992 NSG expands "trigger list" to include dual use items
• 1993 North Korea threatens withdrawal from NPT
• 1995 NPT renewal/extension
• 1998 Pakistan and India test nuclear explosive
• 2000 Clinton and Putin sign agreement to reduce WPu

B. Proliferation Trends and Profiles

On the basis of the analyses of the kinds of correlation depicted in Fig. 5 (Meyer, 1984) the
general conclusion is drawn that latent (nuclear) capability has become de-coupled from prior
interest in developing a NW capability, if such a coupling indeed ever existed. That is not to
say that NW and nuclear energy were not coupled strongly during the period when the five
main NWSs built their NW capabilities and arsenals, as is summarized by the chronology
constructed in Appendix A. The conclusion that NW development now is de-coupled from
nuclear energy does not mean that the development of an NW capability is not facilitated by a
civilian nuclear-energy infrastructure, but the decision to build a NW arsenal and the capacity
to implement such a decision does not depend on the existence of a civilian nuclear-energy
infrastructure. On the basis of the historical summary developed in Fig. 3, a fear-driven
growth in NWSs follows the sequence: Nazi Germany =>US =>USSR =>China =>India =>
Pakistan, with the UK and France joining on the basis of national pride, as well as a concern
with the integrity of the NW umbrella provided by the US, and both Israel and South Africa
joining on the basis or region defence/survival.
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Once the NWS club had grown to five, with Israel remaining undeclared and South Africa
withdrawing, the nature of subsequent membership changed. Presently, three classes of
clients for NW proliferation are identified or defined: Nation States, Rogue Nations or
Nations of Concern (NOC). and sub-national (terrorist) groups (SNGs). While the first two
fit into the general category of Non-NW States (NNWSs), the NOC operate with some
deficiency in an informal. Western-based, code of conduct that defines as unacceptable the
support of terrorist groups, aggressive military actions toward neighboring states, or the
dealing with technologies deemed relevant to sustaining a deliverable arsenal of massively
destructive weaponry [WMD = NW or chemical-biological weapons (CBWs)], particularly in
violation of international treaties designed to stem such activities. As is indicated in Fig. 3,
the trends in NW proliferation is moving towards NOCs, with more recent concern being
directed towards NOC technical support of terrorist-based SNGs.

All models (Sec. II.G.; Krakowski, 2000) constructed to date to quantify the risk of NW
proliferation in a way that includes the motivational forces (Sec. II.C.) acting behind NW
proliferation are based on the assumption of state-level (e.g.. NNWS = NNWS' + NOC)
proliferating agents. The value systems used [e.g., modelled using Multi-Attribute Utility
Analysis (MAUA)] in these proliferation-risk models largely characterizes behaviour and
decisions made at the Nation-State level. These models, as presently constituted, are wholly
deficient in dealing with SNG or SNG-NOC combinations. Additionally, the multi-State
military interactions through memoranda of understanding (MOUs), more formal military-
material agreements, general arms trade in violation of treaties, etc., lend an added degree of
complexity to the problem of understanding the sources and roots of proliferation risk. Most
of these State-based models track only unilateral or (at most) bilateral interaction. The so-
called "Islamic-Confucian weapons-proliferation connection" (Huntington, 1995), as depicted
graphically in Fig. 7. gives a sobering example of the complexity of the "real world" of arms
and arms agreement, and how it impinges on understanding, if not modelling, the problem at
hand. The task of making sense out of proliferation potentials or propensities under these
conditions is made even more obtuse when the NOC-SNG connection is established between
or among any of the States included on Fig. 7.
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Figure 7. The "Islamic-Confucian" weapons-proliferation connection (Huntington, 1995).

C. Motivational/Influencing/Driving Factors

Motivational forces behind the pursuit of NWs by heretofore NWSs or SNGs is also important
to understand in setting up a proliferation-risk model, although, again, from the viewpoint of
an official of a nuclear utility, the identity of the threat to the SM may not be so important as
how to meet required standards of SM protection.

The motivational forces behind the decision to pursue a NW capability can be described at a
number of levels, particularly for the case of a Nations State. Meyer (1984) considers three
high-level classes of motivations/drivers:

• Technological Imperatives that make costs manageable and opportunity irresistible;

• Motivational Forces resulting from a discrete set of political/military variables;

• Idiographic Forces bring individuals/events together at a given time to create proper
conditions for "going nuclear".

The Idiographic Forces represents a kind of chain of seemingly random (difficult to predict,
but intuitively anticipated) events that converge in time and place to initiate a decision to
proliferate {e.g., the assassination of Archduke Ferdinand setting in motion pre-existing
condition into World War I). Sub-national groups with or without connections to the NOC,
are motivated under a terrorist agenda, which are expected to fit within the
Motivation/Idiographic model.
Waltz (1981), in making his case for the spread of NWs leading to a more stable, more
contained (reduce consequences) world of deterrence in the politically multi-polar world of
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today, lists seven reasons why a nation would want to develop and deploy an NW arsenal.
These reasons are listed and annotated as follows:

• Counter NWs imitation, as in the case of the USSR driven by US possession;

• Ally fears and mistrust as to the integrity of promises made by another nation to provide
"umbrella" coverage, as in the case of the UK and France;

• Respond to the absence of an "umbrella" when an adversary acquires NWs, as in the case
of China (responding to USSR) and Pakistan (responding to India);

• Pursue a cheaper way to security and independence;

• Pursue NW for purely offensive purposes (unlikely); and,

• Search for international standing and prestige, as in the case of France, although the
deeper goals and motives listed above under the second item are needed.

At the more operational level suggested by Waltz (1981), at least for application to NW
proliferation risks associated with State enterprises, Table II summarizes the key motivating
or influencing factors. These items in one form or another form the basis of a number
proliferation risk models using Multi-Attribute Utility Analyses (MAUA) (Papazaglou, 1978;
Heising. 1981: Silvennoinen, 1981; Krakowski, 1999), as elaborated in Krakowski(2000).
Figure 8 illustrates a logic flow diagram of the application of MAUA to assessing relative
proliferation risk using some of the influencing factors listed in Table II. [e.g., DT =
development time; CST = cost (both marginal and total); ITD^p = inherent technical
difficulties related to material processing; ITD^W = inherent technical difficulties in making a
NW of the desired performance {e.g., yield, "fizzle" level, dispersal capability, etc.), and WP =
period into the proliferation process when warnings become announced, and (proliferation)
operations are impacted]. Figure 8 also indicates a decision/valuation substructure and
connections between key decision/valuation points and the NWA, impetus-driving level.
Also shown as a connection of the relative proliferation-risk evaluation to some point in the
NFC.
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Table II. List of Influencing Factors for the NW-ProIiferation Decision.

• Implementation and level of International Sanctions: open versus clandestine;
• Degree of International Safeguards applied to commercial NFC facilities;
• Level of required technology: technical personnel, "know-how", available capital

equipment, physical limitations (e.g., radiation, criticality);
• Quantity and quality of source material (SM);
• Willingness to pay, given political decision to proliferate:

- Development costs, (construct facilities dedicated to proliferation goal);
- Marginal costs (use/misuse existing commercial facilities);

• Scale of NW Aspiration Level (NWA, e.g., NW/yr, final goal, dedicated versus
commercial);

• Time required (related to all of above, and risk of discovery).

The motivating and influencing factors, and the way in which they might be combined (Fig.
8), pertain primarily to proliferation concerns from the NFC at the Nation State level. Based
on previous discussions given in the Background section (Sec. II.), both (e.g., the civilian
NFC as a source of SM and State-level proliferation) do not approach the level of concern
associated with SNG (or SNG + NOC) NW proliferation and SM derived from outside the
civilian NFC. In some ways, the motivation to proliferate on the part of SNG terrorist
organizations and/or NOC is more direct. For a NOC that is or has desires to become a
regionally dominant (core) power, special interest in NWs accrue for the following reasons
(Huntington, 1995): a) NWs enable regional dominance; and b) NWs provide deterrence
against US intervention by overwhelming conventional military power. As pointed out by
Huntington(1995), the lessons learned from Persian Gulf war by a regional or core power are:
a) do not allow the US to build-up forces; b) do not allow the US to take initiative; and c) do
not let the US fight a war without US casualties (e.g., obtain NWs and the US will not fight
you). Whether these lessons learned (correct or not) or are actually internalised by a given
NOC, nuclear weapons appear as an "equalizer" to the overwhelming conventional military
capability of the US and NATO, just as they served as an equalizer to stem the westward
expansion of the USSR immediately following the end of WW-II. Whether the NOC employs
missiles or SNG terrorists as threatened delivery systems, the motivation to possess NWs as
an equalizer remains for this class of proliferating agent - terrorism is a weapon of the
militarily weak, NWs are now attractive to the non-West (militarily) weak, and NWs +
terrorism makes the non-West "strong" (Huntington, 1995).
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Figure 8. A typical decision-analysis (MAUA) approach to quantifying (relative) proliferation risks associated
with the civilian NFC (Krakowski, 1999, 2000).

D. Source Material Pathways

The pathway(s) available to anyNNWS, NOC subset of NNWS, NOC-SNG collaborative, or
independent SNG for reaching a given level Nuclear Weapon Aspiration (NWA) wander far
outside the civilian NFC of interest to this study. Furthermore, and most importantly,
pathway options will depend crucially on the proliferating agent, as listed above. An
independent (e.g., not supported by a NOC) SNG, for example, having limited resources and
access to NW source materials [SM = J J ' J:>U or ' Pu in a range of forms (Sec. III.A.)]
and having an NWA level of one or two explosive devices (possibly not even in the NW class
as defined for NWSs) may opt for (nearly) ready-made or useable SM in the form of NW
components, rather than setting up a clandestine "production facility", if in fact this particular
proliferating agent chooses the NW route to attaining the ability to threaten the use of WMD
capability.

The list of pathways to SM given in Table III (Silvennoinen, 1981) divides according to:
a) whether the pathway is independent of the civilian nuclear power program or not, and, if
connected with the civilian NFC; b) whether the SM pathway is dependent wholly on the
modified operation of the civilian NFC; or c) whether a less-perturbed civilian NFC is co-
ordinated with (e.g., feeds material to) a separate, possible clandestine military operation. The
classification listed in Table III is Nation-State-centric, and generally does apply to the case
where the SNG, and possible even for SNG + NOC combinations, is the proliferating agent.
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Table III. List of Pathways to NW Source Material (Silvennoinen, 1981)

• Pathways independent of nuclear power program:
- Dedicated production reactor + simplified plutonium recovery facility;
- Special research reactor + simplified plutonium recovery facility;
- Accelerator-driven production of plutonium;
- Uranium enrichment by centrifuge, aerodynamic nozzle, laser separation.

• Pathways inherent to / dependent on commercial nuclear fuel cycle (NFC):
- Misuse of an enrichment facility (ER) to yield highly enriched uranium (HEU);
- Diversion of separated plutonium from commercial NFC:

~ Spent fuel (SF) in reprocessing plant;
— Mixed (U,Pu) oxide (MOX) fuel-fabrication plant, with subsequent processing;
~ Fast reactor (FR) blanket.

- Commercial NFC + military / clandestine facilities):
— Natural uranium (NU) or low-enriched uranium LEU to clandestine ER;
— Spent fuel (SF) + reprocessing facility to yield plutonium (RGPu or WGPu);
— Separation of plutonium from MOX (RGPu or WGPu).

E. Safeguards

Safeguards and MPC&A (Materials Protection, Control and Accounting) creates the main
institutional or intrinsic barriers to SM flows and, hence, NW proliferation at the source.
Since a key ground rule adopted for this study was to understand and implement guidelines
relating SM kind (quality) and quantity to some measure of required protection, the mode by
which these intrinsic (institutional) barriers to SM flow is summarized herein (Pellaud, 1994;
IAEA, 1999; Le Guilte, 1999).

Safeguards are divided into two components: National (Domestic) Safeguards and
International Safeguards. National (Domestic) Safeguards represents the first line of defence
in protecting nuclear materials (SM) from misuse (i.e., diversion or theft by adversaries of the
State to which the safeguard is applied. This component is designed to: a) deter sub-national
threats; and b) facilitate International safeguards, which in turn involves: a) physical
protection (provided/enforced by the Nation State), b) material control, and c) material
accountability. The IAEA provides only guidance to Nation States, and the latter are
responsible for enforcement and reporting at a level required of the International component
of safeguards.

International Safeguards verifies that the Nation States meet non-proliferation commitments
by placing SM and associated facilities under IAEA inspection according to bilateral,
regional, or multilateral arrangements. The international component of safeguards is mostly
in the form of agreements with the IAEA, including bilateral agreements (e.g., with the US in
the case of enrichment of uranium originally occurring in the US). The NPT is the main
regulatory system/regime/tool. Three evolving approaches have comprised International
Safeguards over the years: a) Traditional Safeguards (pre-1993); b) Strengthened Safeguards
("93 + 2"), including measures approved by IAEA Board of Governors since 1993); and c)
Integrated Safeguards [Extrinsic (safeguards) + Intrinsic (e.g., materials, process
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technologies) Barriers (Integrated Safeguards Proposal, ISP)]. Nine steps comprise the ISP
methodology:

• Review ISP for completeness of information; request added information;
• Select relevant SM generators and potential acquisition paths;
• Identify acquisition-concealment scenarios:
• Assign relative priorities to acquisition paths;
• Determine coverage of acquisition paths;
• Estimate effectiveness of coverage;
• Estimate cost of each countermeasure, and overall cost to IAEA;
• Compare effectiveness of ISP cost with 1991-1995 Safeguards; and,
• Describe ISP strengths, weaknesses, coverage, and impacts.

Lastly, three kinds of Safeguard Agreements exist between IAEA and Nation States:

• Comprehensive Agreements with NNWS and covers all Source Materials;
• Voluntary (Selective) Agreements with NNW States, as defined by NPT; and,
• Material (Item) Specific Agreements.

To implement specific levels of protection for SM of a given quality and quantity, the IAEA
(1999) places ~J"U and Pu/ JU (combined) into one of three protection categories (Category
I. II. or III), where the lowest Category I requires the highest level of protection, with the
lowest-level (e.g., a "boundary", Fig. 15) requires only a gated, guarded fence, with the higher
levels being provided by "physical barriers" characterised by specific times and effort to
penetrate (e.g.. again, Fig. 15). Depending on U enrichment, uranium is given assigned to
one of three subclasses (a, b, c). Similarly, the USDOE(1999) recommends a quality versus
quantity protection matrix for U and Pu/ U (combined). The USDOE protection matrix
is more detailed in the assignment of Attractiveness Levels (ALs) for specific forms of U or
Pu/~ U; the IAEA protection matrices have only one class assignment for Pu/ U. As
reported in Sec. III.B., only rough correspondence between these two sets of SM
quality/quantity/protection guidance (the USDOE guidance is intended only for US
consumption, whereas the IAEA guidance has an international focus, and in some cases the
latter provides a basis for national law, as in the case for Switzerland). In comparing the two
sets of "independent" guidance, the IAEA set tends to be more conservative (and costly) in its
implementation.
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Table IV. Subclass or Attractiveness Level (AL) definitions for IAEA(1999) and
USDOE(1999) SM quality/quantity/protections matrices (Figs. 9).

IAEA(1999) Designations (note: subclass (a) refers to un-irradiated material; irradiated
material moves to the next category; IAEA has no Category IV)

• Uranium subclasses:
235

- (a): Uranium enriched to 20% U or more;

- (b): Uranium enriched to 10% Z : OU, but less than 20% Z JOU;

- (c): uranium enriched above natural (0.711%), but less than 10% U.
DOE Attractiveness Grades:

• Grade A (Weapons): Assembled weapons and test devices;

• Grade B (Pure Products): Pits, major components, button ingots, recastable metal, directly
convertible materials;

• Grade C (High-Grade Materials): Carbides, oxides, solutions (>25 g/1) nitrates, etc. fuel
elements and assemblies, alloys and mixtures, UF4 or UF^ (>50% enriched);

• Grade D (Low-Grade Materials): Solutions ( 1 - 2 5 g/1), process residues requiring
23Rextensive reprocessing, moderately irradiated material, Pu (except waste), UF4 or

UF6(>20% but <50% enriched);

• Grade E (Other Materials): Highly irradiated forms, solutions (< 1 g/1), uranium

containing < 20% U (any form, any quantity).
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F. Proliferation Barriers

The Safeguards and MPC&A regime and requirements outlined in the previous section form
the basis for extrinsic or institutional barriers to the theft or diversion of SM. These intrinsic
barriers are further described in terms of Safeguards per se; Access Control and Security; and
Location. The second general class of barriers are largely related the intrinsic SM material
properties and to the inhibiting qualities of related process technologies required to bring the
SM of a given form to NW-usable form. These latter barriers are termed intrinsic and largely
fall into the ITD^p and the ITDNW attributes listed on Fig. 8. The material-related barriers
include: a) the isotopic composition of SM; chemical (inertness, solubility, etc.); b)
radiological; mass and bulk (volume); and c) detectability (related to volume, as well as
process "footprints"). Barriers related to process technologies include: a) facilities
characteristics (e.g., unattractiveness; accessibility, protection); b) available of SM quantities;
c) detectability of SM loss (if diversion is the issue); d) required skills, expertise, knowledge;
and e) time (including time to acquire required SM quality and quantity). Figure 10 adopts
the earlier insights into this barrier issue by Silvennoinen (1981) into an ideographic format.

SOURCE
MATERIALS

BARRIER #1:
RADIATION;
AVAILABIITY;
SAFEGUARDS

PROCESSING
TECHOLOGIES

DIRECT - USE
MATERIALS

t
WEAPONS

CAPABILITY

BARRIER #2:
TECHNOLOGY;
PROCESS "KNOW-HOW";
INFRASTRUCTURE;
SAFEGUARDS;
COST.

BARRIER #3:
MATERIAL QUALITY;
NW "KNOW-HOW",

Figure 10. Ideograph of SM theft/diversion barriers, illustrating some of the ideas outlined in the text.
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G. Proliferation Studies

Over the last three decades a large number of studies have been performed on the
proliferation risk associated with the civilian nuclear fuel cycle. From a perspective of
methodology used, these studies are briefly reviewed in a separate report (Krakowski, 2000).
Early studies are grouped as governmental/institutional (OTA, 1977; IAEA, 1980; NASAP,
1980). These studies were extensive and broad in technical detail, but short on quantitative
and or comparative measures of proliferation risk or resistance, because key proliferation
drivers are non-technical and subjective. The NASAP study (1980) concluded that while all
NFCs entail some proliferation risks and that no "technical fixes" could be identified,
nevertheless substantial differences in proliferation resistance between various NFCs were
found, depending on where they are deployed. Relatedly, technical and institutional
improvements in NFCs can increase proliferation resistance.

A series of independent studies were reported in the 1980-90s (Papazaglou, 1978; Heising,
1980; Silvennoinen, 1981; Selvadury, 1981; Campbell, 1982; Ahmed, 1982), some of which
were made in response to or in support of the above-described governmental/institutional
studies (Papazaglou, 1978; Heising, 1980). These studies have been both reviewed
(Silvennoinen, 1986) and synthesised into larger global EJ (energy-economics-environmental)
models (Krakowski, 1999; Trellue, 2000). Most of these investigations have applied
conventional utility theory, multi-attribute utility analysis (MAUA), and Delphi
methodologies to derive metrics to measure relative proliferation risk or resistance of
specific NFCs.

More recent studies of proliferation and the civilian NFC (Hinton, 1996; Trellue, 2000, Ko,
2000; Bennett, 2000; Taylor, 2000; Oussanov, 2000; Sukhoruchlin, 2000) continue to use
methodologies generally based on MAUA, but attempt to describe the NFC in more technical
detail and, in some cases, important social /political aspects are described in more subjective
detail. Studies in the US are beginning to apply methods of Design-Basis Threat Analysis in
conjunction with MAUA techniques (Bennett, 2000).

In summary, a wide variety of Decision Analysis (DA) methodologies have been applied to
understanding better the connection between specific civilian NFC approaches and
technologies and NW proliferation. These methods include: a) Expert Group Delphi
techniques (EGD); b) Comparative Value (cost) Measures (CVM); c) Multi-Attribute Utility
Analysis/Theory (MAUA); d) Risk/Consequence or Probabilistic Risk Analyses (R/CA or
PRA); and e) Multi-Criteria Optimisations (MCO). As subjective as it is, MAUA has the
broadest utility in quantifying through interview and (in the case of terrorists and SNGs) by
inference and assumption, top-level the implications for relative proliferation risk of certain
behavioural modes. Presently, however, MAUA is limited to modelling proliferation at the
level of a Nation State. Recent attempts at MCO, wherein a range of object functions [e.g.,
cost, proliferation, environmental impacts, but not accidents (yet)] as applied to a complete
and option-varied set of NFCs, are just beginning to deliver first results (Trellue, 2000). The
latter approach applies both MAUA (Krakowski, 1999) and the simpler Attractiveness Level
(AL, Sec. III.C.) methodologies to assess relative proliferation risk in a context of a
constrained Linear-Programming (LP) optimisation of a complete, but simplified, NFC,
having a range of process options.
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in. RESULTS

Three approaches were sequentially pursued in this study in search of a simplified "recipe" to
provide some measure of SM protection. These approaches are: a) a simplified "four-factor"
formula expressing a normalized product of political, material-quantity, material-quality, and
material-protection metrics; b) a highly aggregated "cost-equal-effort" or comparative-value
method applied to an array of commercial nuclear fuel forms using cost as a measure of
technical process difficulty in an effort both to rank the proliferation attractiveness of this
range of fuel forms as well as to understand better the relationship between fissile-material
form and protection category suggested by the IAEA; and c) the system of Attractiveness
Levels (AL) recommended by the USDOE(1999) were examined for a representative array of
commercial nuclear fuel forms and compared to the protection categories suggested by the
IAEA(1999). Both the "cost-equal-effort" and the AL methodologies were adopted to deal
with the conceptual and implementation impasse encountered with the "four-factor"
formulation and the material-protection term necessary for its evaluation. The analyses
performed to date on all three, inter-related approaches are reported in each of the three
following subsections.

Key questions must be resolved before a useful and simplified evaluation "recipe" with which
to evaluate proliferation risk and required protection levels (and cost) needed to nullify that
risk is made available to the operator of a nuclear power plant and the total fuel cycle
supporting it. These issues and questions are discussed in Sec. IV. A fundamental dichotomy
encountered in pursuit of the goals to provide a useful tool to the operator of a nuclear utility
revolves around: a) the owner of that fuel wants to know how and at what cost to secure the
source material, irrespective of the "who, how, and how much" questions related to the entity
that may be trying to acquire the Source Material (SM), and; b) how to quantify the level of
protection of the SM in question without dealing at some level of detail the nature, means,
goals, etc. of the origin of that threat.

A. Four-Factor Formula

1. Approach

An appreciation of the incentives and disincentives for a given Non-NW State (NNWS) or
sub-national group (SNG) to develop nuclear weapons is necessary for the development of
any proliferation risk model. As discussed in Sec. H.C., incentives for a NNWS to acquire
NWs include increased security, prestige, technological momentum, and/or domestic
pressures. Disincentives include decreased security, added requirements (delivery systems,
protection and security of stocks, etc.), international condemnation, economic costs, and
technical difficulties. The formulary leading to any multiplicative, four-factor expression
should include some measure of this balance between these incentives and disincentives.
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The development of any proliferation metric must also be cognizant of the means and
mechanisms by which non-proliferation policy can be applied. Proliferation controls can be
applied to either the demand side or the supply side of the issue (Gardner, 1994). On the
demand side are security guarantee, arms control measures, and the application of punitive
(economic or military) measures. Supply-side measures include safeguards, Material
Protection Control and Accounting (MPC&A), export controls, and maintaining a strong
Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT).

Before the elements of this simplified recipe are identified, the point of entry into this
complex and primarily subjective problem must be chartered. To this end, the relationship
between key elements driving the overall proliferation problem is illustrated in Fig. 11:
Human Factors. Proliferation Actors. Fuel-Cycle Vector, and Material Vector. The term
factor is used to describe the more subjective elements of the problem, whereas the term
vector applies to elements that are amenable to quantification. This distinction is important
for any study trying to develop a quantitative metric(s). Each of these Proliferation-Driver
attributes is described below:

Human Factor: The key determining driver of the proliferation concern is expressed in terms
of a set of basic "human" factors. These factors energize the propensity and motives for NW
proliferation at either NWWS or SNG levels through a combination of interacting economic,
political, social, and cultural forces. These forces are generated and sustained by technical
and material means needed to achieve and maintain a given level of proliferation activity
(e.g.. movement towards a given proliferation goal as set by the level of nuclear weapons
aspiration. NWA ~ number of weapons to be achieved on a given time scale). The NWA
level is in turn determined by the nature and objectives of the specific proliferating actor or
agent, and the conditions under which those objectives are to be fulfilled.

Proliferation Actors: The melange of interacting forces that shape motives, desires, means,
and abilities to proliferate nuclear weapons largely determines the character and form of the
proliferating entity. This entity is represented on Fig. 11 in terms of attributes collectively
called Proliferation Actors. For the purposes of this study, and based on the discussions
given in Sec. II.B., these attributes are divided into the following organizational units of
increasing group complexity according to: a) terrorist SNG; b) Non-Nuclear-Weapon State
(NNWS): c) Rogue State or Nation of Concern, NOC + NOC*, where the NOC is bound by
treaty and the NOC* is not; and d) Nuclear-Weapon State (NWS). The members of the set
NOC + NOC* may or may not be a NNWS, but more than likely they provide support or
even sanctuary to terrorist SNGs. In short, two kinds of NNWS are identified: "NOC" and
"non-NOC" (NNWS' = NNWS - NOC -NOC*). The technical nature and direction of the
proliferation threat are expected to be strongly influenced by the membership in this set. The
quantitative metric relating nuclear fuel form to proliferation threat, risk, or propensity must
likewise (at least) recognize the nature and needs of the proliferating agent or SM "customer".
The second frame of Fig. 11 adds some dimensionality to this differentiation of state types by
introducing the possibility of whether or not a given state has the knowledge/resource/means
to develop NWs versus whether or not a given state is bound by treaty not to pursue NWs.
Generally, states described by a (No,No) address in this means versus treaty-constrain space
have a low NWA level (e.g.. only a few NWs) and would tend to steal and trade NWs and/or
fabricated ready-go components rather than acquire SM and produce NWs directly. As is
indicated in Fig. 1 IB., however, the interaction (leakage) through SNG-(NOC,NOC*) circuits
presents a serious impediment to quantitative models of related threats.
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Fuel-Cycle Vector. Progressing across the set of proliferation drivers (Fig. 11) increases
technological associations with the commercial NFC per se. The Fuel-Cycle Vector is
comprised of the classical, interconnected process (vector) components depicted in an
aggregated form on Fig. 12 for a system of MOX (mixed Pu/U oxide) burning LWRs. The
material flows, forms, and inventories in each of these NFC elements are influenced by the
higher-level proliferation attributes depicted in Fig. 11 (e.g., the degree to which economic,
cultural, environmental, etc. forces impact the existence, the degree, and the kind of nuclear-
energy technology implemented in a given country or geographical region.).

Material Vector: As is indicated on Fig. 11, the three higher-level proliferation drivers {i.e.,
Human Factors, Proliferation Actors, Fuel-Cycle Vector) each contribute to this last,
quantitatively most fundamental driver of NW proliferation. It is at this level that basic
attributes of the nuclear-reactor fuel that represents SM (e.g., enrichment, fissile isotopic mix,
burn-up, chemical form, irradiated-fuel cooling time, etc.) connect to the evaluation system
used by the proliferating agent to assess the utility of the particular route to acquire weapon-
quality fissile materials (e.g., source material, SM) for NW construction. It is also at the level
of this Material Vector that the search for a simple recipe for measuring proliferation
risk/propensity focuses. Each component of the Material Vector, however, must eventually
be evaluated for each element of the NFC Vector. Furthermore, each of the remaining two
proliferation drivers (i.e., Human Factors, Proliferation Actors) is expected to influence the
simple, materials-based proliferation recipe being developed.

In summary, the simplified proliferation metric being sought is oriented towards material
identities and flows through the civil nuclear fuel cycle (NFC), with attributes like fissile-
material quantity (QUAN), quality (QUAL), chemical form (CF), radiation barrier (RAD), and
a composite measure of self- and physical-protection levels (PROT) emerging as obvious
candidates for inclusion into any index that purports to "measure" or "index" proliferation risk
(PRI). It should be emphasized that the primary aim in creating the structure described above
and depicted in Fig. 11 is to highlight the cognisance of these complex interconnections as a
simpler, analytic model is bounded (Fig. 11), developed, rationalized, and (eventually)
evaluated.

At this point a materials-based "recipe" for the desired Proliferation-Risk Index (PRI) is
adopted. Recognizing the connectivity of the key proliferation attributes depicted in Fig. 11,
a quantitative description of key components of the Materials Vector to be developed into the
desired recipe for determining a fuel-specific, comparative, proliferation-risk metric is
outlined qualitatively. Table V lists three top-level material-related attributes (Quantity,
QUAN; Quality, QUAL; and Protection, PROT) that a proliferation agent (Fig. 11, e.g.,
terrorist SNG, rogue NOC, etc.) might consider in the quest for materials with which to
construct NWs that in kind and number meet a given NWA level. Justification for these three
aggregated attributes is elaborated below. The quest for SM would be initiated and would
proceed under specific NWA levels, which in turn are determined largely by the subjective
elements embodied in the Human Factors set of forces (Fig. 11). While a wide range of
Human Factor and proliferating agent conditions leading to an equally wide variety of NWA
levels can been envisaged, from the viewpoint of enterprises concerned with protecting
against loss of SM to any potential proliferator, the worst-case scenario will initially be
considered in evaluating any recipe that emerges from this study. On the basis of the
discussions given in Sees. II.A. and H.B., the worst-case scenario is deemed to be the higher-
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probability, lower-consequence case of the terrorist-based (SNG or SNG + NOC) scenario,
when compared to the lower-probability, higher-consequence case of a NNWS embarking on
a (many-) NW "breakout" path.

Stripped of the political, economic, and cultural nuances, the rudimentary goal of any NW-
proliferating agent is to possess a NW capability (perhaps a single device for a terrorist SNG,
a few devices for a rogue NOC. and more weapons for a NNWS or an expanding NWS).
Fortunately, acquiring a finished NW to date has proven to be difficult, but obtaining the raw
materials or semi-finished components might be easier. The recipe for generating a
quantitative proliferation-risk metric must measure the degree of difficulty and investment on
the part of the proliferating agent in collecting the desired SM and/or semi-finished parts
necessary to construct workable NW. Furthermore, this recipe must be based on criteria that
are specific to the proliferation-actor driver. At this fundamental level of analysis, the steps to
be performed can be categorized in terms of the following, idealized sequence of events:

• Obtain (steal, buy. generate) the necessary materials (by conquering the Protection
mechanisms and/or policies established to prevent outright theft of nuclear materials
and/or components: to make difficult the identification of and interaction with the seller;
or the paying of the time and monetary investments required to generate the required
materials and/or components); this stage is physical resource (e.g., time and money)
intensive:

• Accumulated sufficient material (single versus cumulative exchanges; Quantity of
material, dependent to some degree on Quality of material, with the two possibly being
related to the identity of the proliferating agent, as is elaborated below); this stage is also
resource intensive;

• Process the material (surmount chemical, radiation, and isotopic barriers, these being
related primarily to the Quality of material); this stage is knowledge and manpower
intensive;

• Fabricate a weapon of specified performance [key elements related to this step include:
the required amount of material to form a bare (un-reflected, uncompressed metal) critical
mass (BCM, a maximum mass requirement); intrinsic heating (HTG, W/kgHM from
alpha-particle decay products); and rate of spontaneous neutron emission (SNS,
n/s/kgHM); theses parameters represent other dimensions of both the Quantity and the
Quality issue (IAEA. 1999; Beller, 1999) that arises at different sectors of the
proliferation trajectory.]; this stage is primarily knowledge intensive.
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Figure 11 A. Proliferation Factor/Actor/Vector Boundaries. Note that the terms "actor" versus "factor" versus
"vector" are used to make a distinction between the degree to which each of these proliferation driver elements
can be quantitatively described.
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From this simplified procedural analysis emerges the three "top-level" contributions or
attributes of the material-based proliferation-risk index being sought: Quantity, Quality, and
Protection. Not included in the Material Vector attribute listed in Table V, but somewhat
dependent on this sequence, are the requirements and complexities of the NW delivery
system(s), as well as other aspects of Command and Control (C&C) systems needed to utilize
a NW arsenal once obtained (Krakowski, 1999).

As suggested above, each of the three major attributes (and associated sub-attributes) listed in
Table V must in principle be evaluated for each SM form and at each inventory point
identified within the idealized fuel cycle depicted on Fig. 12. Table V also gives the
relationship between these Material-Vector attributes and those identified and used in other
studies based primarily on Multi-Attribute Utility Analyses (MAUA) (Gardner, 1994;
Silvennoinen, 1981; Papazaglu, 1978; Heising, 1980; Krakowski, 1999), with the latter
studies relating these metrics directly to key points within the commercial fuel cycle (Fig. 12).
At a much higher level of optimizing detail than that of the present study, on-going work at
Los Alamos is attempting to apply Linear-Programming optimization methods to fuel cycles
of somewhat more elaboration than given in Fig. 12 using economic, proliferation, and
environmental object functions, and (eventually) combinations thereof (Trellue, 2000).

2. Proliferation-Risk Index

The methodology for evaluating and interpreting the attributes listed in Table V was not
applied to specific points within the commercial nuclear fuel cycle, but is co-located with
those regions of the world influenced by the IAEA guidelines and related controls. The
question then arises as how to relate these attributes to a unit-less measure of proliferation
risk, potential, or propensity through a simplified, acceptably transparent, and easily evaluated
"recipe". One approach is to express each of the above-described attributes (and sub-
attributes) as a measure of the value attributed by the proliferating agent to that part of process
of acquiring a NW(s). This value measure would be inclusive of the proliferation goal, time-
scale, and cost constraints. For example, the value of the (unity-normalized) QUAN attribute
expectedly would be zero for zero (available) inventory, but would increase to unity as the
inventory of candidate SM increased above some level determined by the Human-Factors or
Proliferation-Actors attributes (Fig. 11). In other words, the rate at which the (normalized)
value of QUAN approaches a maximum (e.g., unity) is expected to depend on where the
proliferating agent resides in the class of proliferating agents, or what values of the Human
Factors attributes are driving the NW proliferation activities (versus achieving security,
prestige, technology, economic, etc. goals by some other means). Similar "utility functions"
would be generated for the other two (eg., QUAL and PROT) attributes listed in Table V.

Clearly, the procedure described above takes on the flavour of a MAUA (Keeney, 1993). An
important departure from conventional MAUA, however, is that instead of a weighted sum of
functions like m(QUANT), q(QUAL), and p(PROT), the proliferation-risk metric or index
(PRI) would be of the form PRI = m*q*p. Earlier work along these lines (Krakowski, 1999)
used relationships of the form PRI - m*(wc*q + wp*p), where wqp are weighting functions.
While the first form has intuitive appeal for the problem at hand by assuring PRI has a low
value if one of the factors is small, irrespective of the values of the others, incorporation of the
sub-attributes used to form q or p might still be based on weighted sums. In this way, a direct
trade-off between material quantity, quality, and protective environment of the kind
recommended by the IAEA(1999) can be investigated in a way that signals or minimizes
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conflicts and inconsistencies between current IAEA recommendations and the more-
quantitative, recipe-based results anticipated from this study.

Simplified Fuel-Cycle Model

GEN (MWeyr/yr)

Fully
Recycled

RMX
Disposal
(Storage)

Depleted
Uranium Storage

DUS
Fission-
Product
Disposal

FPD

NU
DU
RU
LNU
LRU
UOX
MOX
RUX

Natural Uranium
Depleted Uranium
Recycled Uranium
Low-Enriched Uranium from NU
Low-Enriched Uranium from RU
Uranium Oxide
Mixed (Pu, U) Oxide
Irradiated Uranium

Figure 12. Simplified fuel-cycle model; more elaborate multi-objective/criteria (e.g., economics, proliferation,
environmental) optimization models are also under development (Trellue, 2000)
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Table V. Candidates for Material-Based Proliferation-Risk Attributes (Krakowski, 1999)

Material Factor Proliferation Component

Material Quantity. QUANT

Material Quality. QUAL(a)

Heating Rate, HTG

Spontaneous Neutron Source, SNS

Chemical Form, CF(b)

Criticality Risk

Radiation Dose, RAD

Protective Environment, PROT(C>

Economic/Operational Barriers

- Overall Development Time, DT

- Overall Cost, CST

Accessibility/Protection Barriers, PROT

- Radiation Barrier, RAD

- Physical Protection, PPRO

- Discovery/Warning Period, WP

Possible Units

Multiples of Bare Critical Masses, BCM

(ease of assembly, yield certitude, etc.)

W/m3 or W/m3/kgBCM

n/s or n/s/kgBCM

Category CF-I through CF-IV

Enrichment/I sotopics

Gy/hr (1OOr/hr) at 1 m unshielded

(core, storage, transport, geology, etc.)

yr

M$ or percent GDP

Gy/hr (100 r/hr) at 1 m unshielded

Number/quality(thickness, access) of
walls, geology, etc.

yr or fraction of DT

Connection
to Earlier
Attributes(d)

kg, burnup

ITDMP.NW

ITDNW

ITDNW

ITDM

ITDMP

ITDMP

DT

CST

WP

(a) For plutonium. largely related to fuel burnup.

(b) CF-I would be related to dissolution of metallic forms. CF-II would be related to dissolution of UO2. and
CF-FV would relate to more refracton compounds like zirconates or nitrates.

(c) Closely associated with locale with the overall fuel cycle (Fig. 12). and reduces to an issues of
detectability'safeguardability and of cost.

(d) Early work by Silvennoinen (1981) and by MIT (Papazagalou. 1978: Heising. 1981). as synthesized
interpreted, and applied recently (Krakowski. 1999). identified five top-level attributes: Cost (CST),
Development Time (DT). Warning Period (WP). Inherent Technical Difficulty for Material Processing
(ITDMP). and Inherent Technical Difficulty for Nuclear Weapons fabrication (ITDNW) this column illustrates
the relationship between these two sets of attributes. A quantitative comparison of some of these studies is
found in Silvennoinen (1986).
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A simplified Proliferation-Risk Index (PRI) of the following form was first suggested early
into this study. This expression took the following heuristic form:

PRI = POLI*QUAN*QUAL *PROT. (1)

The four factors are and reflect:

a) POLI, a measure of political circumstances that drive the aspiration level of an
proliferating agent [e.g., terrorist SNG, NOC, Non-Nuclear-Weapons State (NNWS), Fig.
11] to achieve a certain number of nuclear weapons (e.g., numbers of bare critical masses,
NBCM), within a given time frame, for given values of the remaining three factors. This
metric is specific to a particular proliferating agent; the specifics of a given situation
(NWA) for that agent must be specified before POLI can be determined. From the
viewpoint of a specific NFC or utility, the parameter POLI represents some kind of
worldwide level of concern or urgency based on information derived largely from the
media or (local) governmental sources of advice.

b) QUAN, a measure of fissile material quantity needed to meet the requirements of a given
level of nuclear weapons aspiration, NWA, with the later being equal to the number of
nuclear weapons of a given size and performance to be achieved under specified economic
and technological costs and constraints, and within a given time, T*(NWA);

c) QUAL, a measure of the quality of the fissile material in terms of nuclear properties [e.g.,
uranium versus plutonium; 235U enrichment for the former, and separated versus spent-fuel
form for the latter; with burn—up levels, BU(MWtd/kgHM), for the spent-fuel form
reflecting weapons-use quality in terms of Bare Critical Mass, BCM(kg), intrinsic heating
rate, HTG(W/m3/kg), spontaneous neutron emission rate, SNS(Bq/kg), and intrinsic
radiation level at some unshielded distance] (Beller, 1999, 2000), as well as chemical
properties as related to difficulty of processing into a weapons form;

d) PROT, protection of a given quantity of fissile material of a given quality, and measured in
terms of costs (economic, time, and other casualties) required to be expended in the course
of meeting a specified NWA for a given proliferating agent (again, terrorist SNG, NOC,
NNWS). For applications that do not have a specific proliferating agent and the associated
NWA in mind, some nominal level of protection for a give level of source material (SM)
attractiveness must be assumed.

These four factors are each normalized to take on values between zero and unity, and are
assumed to express the desired Proliferation-Risk Index, PRI, as a product:

Implicit in this "top-down" formulation is the relative independence of each of these metrics.
This assumption generally is not valid, and is examined below. First, the metrics POLI and
QUAN are expected to be closely related, more than likely will have similar functional
dependencies on NWA, and for present purposes are joined into a redefined (and re-
normalized) QUAN parameter, as given below:

PRI = QUAN*QUAL *PROT. (2)
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This latter assumption must be revisited. In general. QUAN, as a measure of value to the
proliferating agent of a given amount of SM of a given form, is expected to be zero if that
amount of fissile material is zero, and then to approach a maximum value (unity) for
inventories above a value that is expected to depend on NWA. The latter quantity is expressed
heuristically in terms of number of NBCM(NWA). Figure 13 gives this heuristic view of the
QUAN utility as a function of NWA ~ NBc\i-

Number of Bare Critical Masses, NBCM

Figure 13. Heuristic dependence of QUAN on fissile material inventory measured in number of BCM.
Generally, the lower the QUAN requirement, the more investment is made in direct, clandestine acquisition,
wtiereas the lower the QUAL parameter the more is investment if knowledge and facilities required.

Each of the "top-level" attributes {e.g., QUAN, QUAL, and PROT) that define this
proliferation model has yet-to-be-specified substructure, and each is expected to be dependent
on the goals and aspirations [as measured by NWA ~ NBCM(NWA) and T*(NWA)] of a set of
possible Proliferation Actors. Remaining at the heuristic level, a relationship between QUAN
and QUAL is suggested, depending on the attributes of the Proliferation Agent. For example,
a terrorist agent is expected to have both a small NWA (e.g., a few small weapons) that must
be achieved using limited resources and knowledge. The quality standards of this
proliferating agent might be expected to be high [e.g., it is desirous of either highly enriched
uranium (HEU). or separated plutonium (SPu), and ideally in a (metallic) form that requires
little processing]. On the other hand, a NOC seeking a NW capability would have a slightly
higher NWA (perhaps 5-10 weapons) and could possess moderate technological capabilities to
deal with fissile materials that are in a less idealized form to meet its the ultimate weapons
performance goals and application. A relationship between QUAL and QUAN of the kind
depicted in Fig. 14 can be envisaged as these two kinds of proliferating agents (and associated
NWA values) are considered.
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Figure 14. Heuristic dependence of QUAL and QUAL as a range of proliferating agents and associated level of
NWA are considered.

Inclusion of fully (technologically) capable, but non-nuclear-weapon, states (NNWSs) onto
the QUAL-QUAN "phase space" might be based on the assumption that not only would such
states aim towards higher levels of NWA, but such a state would have the capabilities of
meeting those higher NWA goals with fissile materials of even lesser quality. This case is
included on Fig. 14 to define a region of "No Interest" and a complementary area of "Interest".
While the attributes of the terrorist SNG agent and even the NOC agent might be fairly
homogeneous in terms of technological capability and the POZZ-related forces driving NWA,
this may not be the case of the NNWS proliferating agent as it attempts to make the transition
to NWS status. For example, an NNWS agent with higher technological (and economic)
capabilities and resources could have a higher threshold or standard along the QUAL
dimension. This situation is also indicated on Fig. 14, wherein an "Area of (possible)
Avoidance" would be created. This area further restricts the overall "Area of Interest" in
QUAL-QUAN space.

An added complication arises with this general approach, however, if the possibility of a
covert collaboration between a SNG proliferating agent and an NOC proliferating agent is
considered. Under these circumstances the resources of the latter (or even a NNWS for that
matter) are made available to the former, thereby keeping the QUAN parameter at the (lower)
SNG level, but lowering the QUAL level through extending of the great resources for NOC
use.

While specification of the QUAN metric in terms of an agent-dependent (through NWA)
parameter like NBCM is straightforward, the QUAL metric is comprised of a substructure that is
partitioned at the top level into Fissile Form (uranium versus plutonium) and Chemical Form
(CF), as described above. Although a simplified substructure is crucial to meet the goals of
the present study, a further structure must be added below this Fissile versus Chemical Form
attribute strata. Table VI indicates a further division of the QUAN substructure, as well as
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suggesting a possible allocation to the various agents that were introduced to map the QUAL-
QUAN "phase space" depicted on Fig. 14.

Table VI. Hierarchy of Attributes Used to Define the Quality Metric, QUAL.
Proliferant Agent ^>

Material Quality Q

Fissile Form

- Uranium

--NAT

--LEU

--HEU

- Plutonium'al

- S P u

- low-BU

- high-BU

Chemical Form

- Metal

- Oxide

- Refractory

Terrorist

Group

X

X

X

Rogue

State

X

X

X

X

X

X

NNWS

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

(a) For each Pu form, the following four BU-dependent
attributes must be evaluated: BCM. HTG. SNS. and RAD

• BCM = Bare Critical Mass, kg Pu

• HTG = intrinsic heating rate.MWt/m3

• SNS = Spontaneous Neutron Source, n/s/kg or Bq/kg
• RAD = intrinsic, unshielded radiation dose rate at 1 -m distance. Sv/hr

Hence, when the set of possible Proliferation Agents is introduced, connectivity between
QUAN and QUAL might be established that complicates the simple three-factor recipe
suggested by Eq. (2). Under the special condition where a hyperbolic relationship exists
between these two metrics, the once four-factor formula [Eq. (1)] and now three-factor recipe
[Eq. (2)] becomes a two-factor formula with PRI = [QUAN*QUAL]*PROT. However, if the
IAEA(1999) guidelines are followed, a connection is also established between QUAN, QUAL
and PROT. further eroding the initial assumption of (relative) independence among these
metrics. Figure 15 suggests a relationship between the PROT [again, normalized to exist only
on (0.1)] metric and the quantity (in terms of number of BCMs) of fissile material of a given
kind. NBCM-
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Figure 15. Dependence of the protection metric, PROT on amount of a given fissile material, with and without a
fission-product radiation barrier; after IAEA INFOCIRC/225 (IAEA, 1999). By specifying the required level of
protection for a given quantity and quality of source material (SM), the implication is made by these IAEA
guidelines that all SM types accordingly protected can be made to represent the same (small or negligible) risk.

The categories incorporated onto Fig. 15 follow the divisions suggested in IAEA
MFOCIRC/225(1999), wherein Category I represents a storage environment defined by a
fenced perimeter, but having no physical protection of the kind provided by a walled room
having a level of integrity that can be breached only after a given time 7}/. Provision of such a
building (and associated doors, locks, guarded/monitored entry, etc.) in addition to (e.g.,
inside of) the Category-Ill environment creates a Category-El protective environment.
Finally, if the material is placed in a second room of even higher breachment times, 7}, that in
turn is surrounded by a Category-H and a Category-I environment, and has prescribed
locks/guards/monitors/e?c. in the interstitial region, then a Category-I containment is created.
The PROT metric is suggested in Fig. 15 as a ratio of the time required to breach and recover
material from a containment of a given category to the time frame set by a given proliferating
agent operating under a specified NWA level. Continuous (dashed) curves have been fitted to
the coarse IAEA-like categories, CAT, with the integrity required of a given containment
being reduced by the presence of a radiation barrier that is intrinsic to the material in question.
While the IAEA guidelines indicate NBCM versus CAT requirements that depend on fissile
material kind (e.g., uranium of a given 235U enrichment, or plutonium), similar PROT versus
NBCM dependencies must be generated for material (with or without radiation barriers) placed
in geologic repositories (closed or open), versus a range of surface storage facilities [e.g.,
reactor-side cooling storage, interim dry storage, in-transit containment, Monitored
Retrievable Storage (MRS), etc.] The issue of the degree to which geological repositories
must be safeguarded has been addressed (Peterson, 1999), and the degree of protection and
related Protection Category for such systems remains to be resolved.
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3. Required Quantities of Material

Perhaps the greatest contributor to the public perception of the risks of nuclear-weapons
proliferation attributed to the civilian NFC is the small quantities of nuclear explosive
material needed to construct a nuclear bomb compared to the inventories of such materials
present in various forms and under a variety of intrinsic and extrinsic levels of protection.
The magnitude of this "available-to-required" ratio seems to dominate the proliferation issue.
Crucial issues and difficulties related to: a) overcoming intrinsic and/or extrinsic protective
barriers: b) international responses and consequences of diversion or theft detection; c)
difficulties in retrievability and conversion into a form suitable for use in a deliverable
weapon; and. lastly, d) the physical challenges of achieving significant fission yield from
fissile materials that may be highly sub-optimal (e.g., intrinsic heating, spontaneous neutron
emissions, intrinsic radiation fields, alloy and relate configuration stability, etc.) from a NWS
perspective pale in importance compared to simple and powerful arguments constructed on
the basis of this "available-to-required" ratio, particularly if the latter is used without
constraint or clarification.

The amount of fissile material required to fabricate a nuclear weapon depends primarily on the
fissile material (2jJU, 233U, 239Pu, other less abundant actinides) and the amount of each
needed to form a critical mass under a range of configurational conditions; these are
summarized in Table VII (Gardner, 1994) for the three fissile isotopes of primary interest.
Technological resource and other NWA issues typically have dominated the choice of
"preferred" material. The US initially developed both uranium and plutonium fission
weapons; the plutonium route has been followed by the UK, France, India, and (probably)
Israel; and South Africa, Brazil, Argentina, Iraq, and Pakistan have each followed the
enriched-uranium path. As an example, Fig. 16 shows the dependence of Bare Critical Mass
(BCM, kgHM) for uranium on 23:>U enrichment, where the BCM at a given enrichment is
normalized to the BCM at 95% enrichment, BCM(0.95). Also shown is the amount of
uranium of a given enrichment Xf needed to enrich to 95%, indicating that if the technology
and Separative Work Units (SWUs) where available the enrichment from lower values to 95%
material requires less mass than the amount of material needed to form a BCM at the original
(lower) enrichment levels. The amount of SWU required to produce a BCM of 95% material
from a given initial enrichment relative to the SWU needed to produce 95% material from
natural uranium (0.718% 2 3 DU) is also shown.
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Table VII. Critical Masses (kgHM) of Key Fissile Isotopes Under a Range of
Configurational Conditions (Gardner, 1994)

Isotope

Normal Density,

Un-reflected

Use of Reflectors

235U

52

13-25

233U

16

5-10

239Pu

10

5-10

5* 3.5 -

0

BCM(0.95) = 50.7 kg

100*SWU/SWU(NU)

BCM/BCM(0.95)

H-

0.5 0.55 0.6 0.65 0.7 0.75 0.8

U-235 ENRICHMENT, xf

0.85 0.9 0.95

Figure 16. Dependence of Bare Critical Mass (BCM, kgHM) for uranium on 235U enrichment (Beller, 2000), as
well as the amount of uranium of a given enrichment needed to enrich to xf = 0.95 the amount of separative work
units (SWU) required to produce xf = 0.95 material from a given initial enrichment relative to the SWUs needed
to produce 95% material from natural uranium (0.718% 235U, reduced ot -0 .3% in the tailings) is also shown.
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Figure 17 illustrates an expanded display of protection categories recommended by the IAEA
(1999) for a range of 23:>U enrichments and mass inventories. The latter is normalized to the
IAEA-defined Significant Quantity, SQ = 25 kgHM; also shown is the SQ-normalized BCM
(uncompressed, unreflected) dependence on " 3U enrichment (Beller, 2000) given in Fig. 16.
As is indicated from Table VII, the use of reflection or compression can reduce the BCM/SQ
curve by roughly a factor of two. but this curve remains well in the zone of high protection, as
defined on Fis. 15.
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II 1.0.
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0.1

0.04
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III

#^ -

III

BCM/SQ

y

m
0.01 0.1 0.2 1.0

235U ENRICHMENT FRACTION

Figure 17. Expanded display of protection categories recommended by the IAEA (1999) for a range of 235U
enrichments and masses, with the latter normalized to the IAEA-defined Significant Quantity. SQ = 25 kgHM:
also shown is the SQ-normalized BCM (uncompressed, unreflected) dependence on 23~U enrichment (Beller.
2000) given in Fig. 16.
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4. Impasse

As appealing as is the heuristic, "top-down" approach leading to a proliferation-risk metric of
the kind suggest by Eq. (1), the evaluation and attempts to implement encountered two
barriers, if not impasses: a) the interrelationships and interdependencies of the three or four
multiplicative factors, thereby violating original suppositions; and b) the inability within the
effort expended to quantify an approach to estimating the protection parameter, PROT.
Resolution of a) would require the application of approaches not unlike MAUA, which in
effect pushes these interdependencies further down into the bowels of the problem, while
introducing the need for subjective weighting of a larger number (than the four factors) of
necessarily assumed independent (Keeney, 1993) utility functions. Attempts to resolve
impasse b) led to the approaches discussed in the following section.

B. "Cost-for-Effort" (Valuation) Analysis

1. Source Material Characteristics

The heuristic, "top-down", intuitive "four-factor-formula" described in the last section proved
to be a valuable instrument for visualizing complex proliferating-agent/QUAL/QUAN/PROT
interactions in a format of a relatively simple recipe, but the prospect of this approach
delivering quantitative, SM-dependent measures of proliferation risk through the parameter
PRI was judged to be poor. Furthermore, accommodating the many cross-
correlations/interactions through the originally assumed independent factors making up the
formulation leading to PRI gave strong indication of leading towards MAUA-type subjectivity
and complexity, thereby undermining a basic tenant of this study. The second approach to the
problem of simple proliferation-risk measures adopts a process orientation that: a) guarantees
up-front dependency on SM type; b) brings in choice or preference on the part of the
proliferating agent; while c) keeping the associated methodology simple. Item a) is achieved
by simply specifying 10 typical SM forms - 6 are commercial fuel forms, 2 are research
reactor fuel forms, and 2 are in the form of separated Pu (one from dismantled NWs and one
from commercial separation prior to entering into MOX fabrication. Figure 18 illustrates the
simplified NFC from which these SMs derive, and Table VHI describes each SM in more
detail. Table VIII lists the SM identifier and descriptor, the Bare-Critical Mass, BCM, a
"fizzle" factor, FF, that accounts for the need for twice or three times the SM needed produce
one "good" NW, the fissile content of the SM and the NW, EF and EP, respectively, and
indicators IREP and ISEP as to whether that particular SM for requires reprocessing
(separation of fission products, uranium, and minor actinides) or just separation of plutonium
isotopes from uranium. Table VILLB shows the amount of SM required to fabricate one NW
of the indicated performance (FF).
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•••^HEU WEAPONS
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Figure 18. Idealized NFC and list of 10 SM forms considered in the "Cost-for-Effort" (CFE) proliferation risk
model.
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Table VIIIA. Ten Possible Source Materials (SM) for Use in Deriving Plutonium or
Uranium Metal of Interest to a Proliferating Agent; all but PUWG Derive from the
Civilian NFC; Seven are from the Commercial NFC.
Source Material

Fresh Natural Uranium

Spent Natural Uranium

Fresh Highly Enriched Uranium

Spent Highly Enriched Uranium

Fresh Low Enriched Uranium

Spent Low Enriched Uranium

Fresh Plutonium/Uranium Mixed Oxide

Spent Plutonium/Uranium Mixed Oxide

Separated Reactor-Grade Plutonium

Separated Weapons-Grade Plutonium

SM

NUF

NUS

HEUF

HEUS

LEUF

LEUS

MOXF

MOXS

PURG

PUWG

BCM(kg)

50

15

50

50

50

15

15

15

15

15

FF

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

3

2

1

EF

0.0071

0.0027

0.9315

0.825

0.05

0.0072

0.05

0.016

1

1

EP

0.9315

1

0.9315

0.9315

0.9315

1

1

1

1

1

IREP

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

0

ISEP

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

Table VIIIB. Amount of Source Material Required to Derive Sufficient Plutonium or
Uranium Metal for one NW of the Indicated (Metal) Mass (Performance) Relative to
Natural Uranium (NU)

S o u rce M a t e r i a l
SM

N U (0 .7 2 % ))
H E U (F F , 9 3 % )

H E U f S F , 8 2 . 5 % )
L E U (F F, 5 % )

L E U ( S F , 0 . 7 2 % P u )
N U ( S F , 0 . 2 7 % P u )
M O X ( F F , 5% P u )

M O X ( S F , 1 . 6 % P u )
S P u ( R G )
S P u ( W G)

M a te r i a
M a te r i a I

U (9 3% )
U ( 9 3 % )
U ( 9 3 % )
U (9 3% )

R P u
W Pu
R P u
R P u
R P u
W Pu

R eq u i red
A m 't ( k g )

( N W )
50
50
50
50

2*1 5
1 5

2 * 1 5
3*1 5
2 *15

1 5

R e l a t i ve
A m o u n t s

(N U ) / ( S M )
1

1/226
1/200
1/1 1 .5
2 .71

1/2 .06
1/1 8.8
1/4.02
1/377
1/753

2. Proliferation as a Process

As indicated in Sec. H.A., the QUAN and QUAN attributes that enter into the PRI measure of
proliferation risk intermingle, in addition to being dependent on the proliferating agent per se.
To understand better this mixing of QUAL and QUAN attributes, the "process(es)" involved in
arriving at a particular NW "end state" should be considered for each SM form being
considered. Taking an analogy with atomic (electronic) energy states, this NW "end state"
represents a high energy state to which a given source of fissile material residing at a lower
"energy state" must be brought by the application of energy, technology, capital, labour, or
general "know how". Furthermore, depending on the "ground state" of a particular SM form,
the final high-energy weapons state may exhibit a "fine structure" that determines ultimate
performance {e.g., mainly performance and reliability, which even at the terrorist SNG has
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some minimum desired value). Fissile material with a lower QUAL ranking may have a 30%
or 50% reliability, and. hence, the proliferating agent building an arsenal on the basis of such
material may need 2-3 times as much material to meet a given NWA level. Figure 19
illustrates these ideas by displaying a range of routes to three possible NW "end states".
These end states are in turn related to the weapons quality or grade (WG-I. WG-II, or WG-III)
of the starting fissile material. As is indicated on Fig. 19, some SM forms populate at the
highest WG energy state (e.g., FIEU or WG plutonium, WGPu), some materials populate
intermediate WG states (e.g., reactor-grade plutonium, RGPu), and others populate specific
WG states only through the expenditure of varying amounts of energy, labour, and capital.

Material

Irradiation

N x BCM

Device
WG-I _ ,

WG-II
WG-III

Zero Protection Baseline

Figure 19. Transition diagram illustrating efforts (e.g.. energy, labour, capital) needed to bring given sources of
fissile material to a range of nuclear-weapon "end states". WG-(I.II.HI). each representative of decreasing
reliability and the need to compensate with more material.

Given that specific processing costs (e.g., cost of separations, processing, enrichment, etc.)
can be attached to each of the "ground-state" -^"weapons-state" transitions depicted on Fig 19,
a relative ranking and assessment of the QUAL parameter may be possible. Furthermore,
accounting for the added material requirements associated with those transition processes that
lead to less-reliable bombs indirectly incorporates or aggregates the more configuration-
oriented QUAL attributes of HTG or SNS into the QUAN or quantity attribute. While these
latter NW design-specific QUAL sub-attributes should eventually be related to the particular
weapons level assigned to a particular path, this technically more difficult task is not
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considered in this study, which develops and evaluates a more simplified comparative
"recipe".

By assigning costs to each of the steps indicated in Fig. 19, a relative ranking of values of
different fuel types as source material for the clandestine manufacture of a nuclear weapon
can be estimated. Depending on the source of fissile material [e.g., fresh HEU or LEU fuel
(FF), or spent LEU or MOX fuel (SNF), the proliferating agent has to undergo additional
process steps of the source material (e.g., enrichment, reprocessing, separations, etc.] to obtain
material that is suitable for the ultimate end product. The costs associated with these
additional (clandestine) process steps needed to take the SM to a form that is acceptable for
use in a weapon is generally unknown, as is the overall "budget" available to the proliferating
agent to achieve a workable weapon. Commercial values for enrichment, processing,
separations, etc., as described in the following subsection, are used to derive a relative, but
quantitative, measure of the value of a given SM form to the proliferating agent. While base
solely on market economics, the cost to the latter is expected to be far greater than the
commercial values assumed, a large part of this "commercial —^clandestine" cost factor should
be removed by expressing in terms of relative (to natural uranium, NU, in the cases
considered here) measures. On the other hand, application of this kind of economic argument
to an SNG, "low-overhead" operation, given that this proliferating agent has no choice but to
try to obtain plutonium from a commercial fuel element (FE), scaling effort with cost also has
a tendency to mislead, in spite of the environmental damage done in the process (which may
be worse than some ill-assembled NW that ultimately might result).

3. Cost as a Measure of Effort

Table VHI lists switching parameters, IREP(SM) and ISEP(SM), that designate the respective
technical needs for the SM =>WUM (Weapons-Usable Material) conversion. Typical
material acquisition (only for SM = NUF) and SM =»WUM conversion (e.g., reprocessing,
separations, enrichment) unit costs used in this study are listed in Table DC.

Table IX. Typical Material Acquisition and Conversion Costs
Parameter

Uranium ore prices, OREP($/kgU)

Cost of separative work, SWUP($/SWU/kgU)

Cost of reprocessing, spent fuel, REPP($/kgHM)

Cost of U/Pu separations, PUSP($/kgHM)

Non-optimized tails concentration, ETO

Value(Range)

35

100

1000

1000

0.003

These unit costs are indicative of payments that one way or another reflects technical
difficulties and risks incurred by activities taking place in an open and competitive
commercial venture. By using commercial costs to compare relative efforts needed to
produce weapons material through various routes, it is important to recognize that the
development costs of the processes in question have been neglected. Despite the questionable
application of commercial prices to clandestine operations being considered here, commercial
prices with or without development costs are the only known, speculation-free measures of
effort. While these costs are adopted as indicators of technical difficulty and associated risk,
the perspective of a proliferating agent is expected to differ from that of a venture capitalist in
terms of assessing actual capital outlay, budgetary priorities, general "willingness to pay",
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etc.. as is noted above. Nonetheless, these commercial costs are assumed to reflect a measure
of technical difficulty and. along with whatever technical capabilities the proliferating agent
has at his disposal, it is this technical difficulty that does factor strongly into the choices and
schemes adopted by the proliferating agent in pursing his plan.

The attractiveness of each SM listed in Table VIII is expressed in terms of technical difficulty
associated with SM acquisition and subsequent conversion to weapons-usable material
(WUM). Since only acquisition costs of SM = NUF are known with any accuracy, as is the
(commercial) cost of enrichment, the cost of acquiring WUM from this source can be easily
estimated. The value of WMC ($1.4M/WUM using the material fractions, BCM values, and
unit costs collected in Tables VIII and IX.) establishes a baseline "budget" for the material
acquisition needs of the proliferating agent. For SM other than NUF, the cost of processes
[e.g.. PC(SM)) or enrichment SWC(SM)] is subtracted from this baseline budget to determine
the amount to be allocated for acquiring that particular SM. If this difference or SM Value,
SMV(SM) = WMC - [PC(SM) + SWC(SM)], is positive, source material SM has a "value" to
the proliferation budget relative to the direct, baseline route of purchasing NUF and enriching
to HEU levels. This SMC value is expressed in relative terms by normalized with the
relevant terms for NUF. as elaborated quantitatively in the following section.

4. Costing Model

This section expressed the approach described above in algebraic terms. First, the Weapons
Material Requirement for fissile material derived from each of the source materials (SM)
listed in Table VIII is given by

WMR(SM) = FF(SM) * BCM(SM), (3)

where, as discussed above, FF accounts for added materials needed to achieve the same per-
weapon reliability for SM that is more prone to "fizzle". For these studies WMR = 50 kg for
23"U, and 15, 30, and 45 kgPu for LEU with low, medium, and high burn-up. With EP, EF,
and ET defined respectively as the fissile material fractions in the WUM (P = "product"), the
SM (F = "feed"), and whatever material is discarded from the SM =>WUM process (T =
"tailings"), as is indicated in Fig. 20, the quantity of SM required to provide WMR is given
below by SMQ,

SMQ = FEN * WMR. (4)

where by material balance FEN = (EP - ET) I (EF - ET). For the case of uranium isotopic
enrichment. ER. the amount of separative work (SW) required is given by

SW = FSP * WMR. (5)

where.

FSP = 0(EP) - O(£7") - FEN[®(EF) - ®(ET)], (6)
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and O(x) = ( 2 x - l ) l o g ( x / ( l - x ) is the isotopic separation potential. In the case of those
SM where isotopic enrichment is required, ET is either specified exogenously, or is computed
for given unit costs of NUF and separative work, OREP($/kgU) and SWUP($/SWU/kg),
respectively, to give an minimum cost (e.g., higher OREP or lower SWUP suggest lower ET
if the sum of SM and enrichment costs are to be minimized).

Feed, EF

Enrichment, ER
Pu/U Separations, SEP
SF Reprocessing, REP

Product, EP

Tailings, ET

Figure 20. Schematic mass balance diagram for enrichment process.

For the baseline case where SM equals NUF, the total cost of providing the required WUM is
given by

WMC = SW(NUF) * SWUP + SMQ(NUF) * OREP, (7)

where the last term in this expression is the Source Material Value,
SMV(NUF) = SMQ(NUF) * OREP, used as a normalization for other source materials. As
noted previously, for the baseline parameters given in Tables VIE and DC, WMC = $1.4M,
which is taken as the per-weapon SM budget. Hence, the SM acquisition budget allowed for
any option based on SM # NUF is given by the following expression for Source Material
Value,

SMV(SM) = WMC - (REPP + PUSP) * SMQ(SM) - SW(SM) * SWUP. (8)
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With PC(SM) = (REPP+PUSP)*SMQ(SM) and SWC(SM) = SWUP* SW(SM) this
comparative analysis of the SM candidates listed in Table VIII is expressed and reported in
terms of the following three relative (to the baseline NUF) metrics:

• Unit Source Material Cost.

USMCfS/kgj =SMC(SM)/SMQ(SM) (10)

• Unit Source Material Value:

USMV(S/kg) = SMV(SM)/SMQ(SM) (11)

• Relative Source Material Cost:

= PC(SM) + SWC(SM) = IWUC

WMC

• Relative Source Material Value:

SMVR(SM) = SMV(SM) I SMV(NUF). (14)

• Relative Unit Source Material Value:

USMV(SM)= SMV(SM)ISMQ(SM)

SMV(NUF)/ SMQ(NUF)

The latter relative specific (e.g., $/kg) value represents a kind of "marginal cost" for selecting
SM over NUF as a source for WUM. The source material unit value, USMV is expressed in
the following subsection.
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Table X Summary of Unit Source Material Value Relative to NU Source Material Unit
Cost, SMC(NU) With and Without Processing Costs.

Source Material
SM

NU(FF, 0.72%))
NU(SF, 0.27%Pu)

HEU(FF, 93%)
HEU(SF, 82.5%)
LEU (FF, 5%)

LEU(SF, 0.72%Pu)
MOX (FF, 5%Pu)

MOX(SF, 1.6%Pu)
SPu(RG)
SPu( WG)

(a) normalized to SMC(N

Materia
Material

U(93%)
WPu

U(93%)
U(93%)
U(93%)

RPu
RPu
RPu
RPu
WPu

Required
Am't (kg)

(NW)
50
15
50
50
50

2*15
2*15
3*15
2*15
15

UF) = 35 $/kg

Relative
Amounts
(NU)/(SM)

1
1/2.06
1/226
1/200
1/11.5
2.71

1/18.8
1/4.02
1/377
1/753

Rel. Value of
Source Matl.
USMVRA(a)

1A(a)
-21.4
794
669
20
-19
37.6
-14.5
1320
2650

Rel. Value of
Source Matl.
USMVRA(b)

1A(a)
7.2
794
714
41
9.6
67
14

1320
2050

(b) with no processing or enrichment cost; UCSMVR ~ WMC(NUF)/SMC(NUF)/SMQ

5. "Cost-for-Effect" Results

Table X gives the relative to the unit cost of NU, SMC(NU) = 35 $/kgU, in the second to last
column. Some of these unit costs become negative (SM = NUS, LEUS, and MOXS), which
indicates that the reprocessing costs (for the assumed unit costs) are larger than the total costs
associates with producing the weapon material for the uranium device from natural uranium.
The cost of this operation makes the attainment of SM by enrichment of NU more attractive,
in terms of effort (cost) required. Figure 21 gives the actual (un-normalized) unit SM value
for all ten cases. Obviously, RGPU and WGPU in separated form have the highest value to
the proliferating agent.

It can be argued that the proliferating agent may encounter little or no cost in performing
separations or processing of whatever SM form is able to be obtained, in that these costs are
largely associated with waste management and safety and labour costs, which for a SNG
proliferator may not be a major concern. The proliferating agent may perform his WUM
retrieval from a given SM without incurring large costs in these areas. The last column in
Table X gives the [SMC(NU) normalized] unit SM values without incurring separation,
processing, or enrichment costs. Figure 22 gives the actual magnitude of USMV($/kg) for the
range of SM forms considered. Instead of using a scaling factor of 10, as was done in Fig. 21,
a logarithmic axis is used on Fig. 22. Both spent and used forms of HEU (research reactor)
and separated plutonium (RG or WG) has the highest value to the proliferating agent. Either
spent or fresh MOX or LEU are valued as NW SM by factors of 10-100 less than either forms
of HEU or separated plutonium.
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Figure 21. Unit source material value [USMV. Eq. (11)] for a range of source materials: Note: HEUF, HEUS.
PLUG, and PUWG are scaled bx factor of 10.
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6. Economics of the Non-Proliferation Regime

Although the real cost of maintaining Safeguards and the Non-Proliferation Regime is not
within the scope of this study, the economics estimates made in this section have some
relevance to this important issue. This connection is made and discussed here.

Generally, the expenses of applying safeguards to the civilian nuclear fuel cycle incurs (at
least) three kinds of costs that are incurred either at the domestic and international levels
(Thomas, 1999):

a) IAEA inspection costs represent the first category. These costs are borne by the IAEA to
inspect nuclear facilities placed under safeguard. Part of these costs scale with the person-
days of inspection, including travel and (IAEA) headquarters support. Inspection costs are
incurred by the Member States and not (directly) by the facility under inspection.

b) Facility construction costs related to meeting safeguard requirements are incurred by the
entity constructing the facility in question (e.g., either governments or industries of the
Member State under safeguards). These facility costs most likely will increase as higher
levels of technologies are implemented so that the above-listed IAEA site inspection costs
can be reduced. These facility construction costs are greater for Category-I facilities than
for Category-II, or -HI facilities. Since some of these safeguard-related construction costs
also relate or apply to safety systems, separation into relevant components is not easily
done. The portion of a facility construction costs that are related to the performance of
safeguard functions, however, may be has high as 10%, or much higher on a unit SM if the
quantity of SM to be protected is relatively small, as in the case of a research facility.

c) Facility operation costs related to the safeguards function represents the third cost
category. If multiple-use operations (related to safety, maintenance, and general cleanup)
are separated from those functions that operationally are purely related to conducting the
safeguards function(s), these costs are a relatively small (<1%) percentage of the overall
facility operations budget, but as in item b), the operational costs depend on the details and
function of the facility in question.

In the view of the IAEA, the so-called "proliferation-resistant technologies", to which studies
of the kind described herein should point, are "to reduce the cost of effective safeguarding (of
these innovative technologies) by finding new, innovative ways to handle technologically the
most proliferation-sensitive parts of the NFC to say nothing of the fact (such solutions) can
make the discussion of the non-proliferation issue easier at all levels involved." (Mourogov,
1999) Approximately 100 M$/yr are spent directly by the IAEA in performing safeguard-
related functions. Even if 5-10 times that amount was spent by local industries and Nation
States in safeguarding the NFC, at most this cost would add on average 1-2 mill/kWeh to the
buss-bar cost of nuclear electricity. Hence, whatever the economic incentives for fuel-cycles
that reduce the cost of safeguards, these savings would be most welcomed by the safeguarding
agencies rather than as some kind of strong economic benefit to the industry itself. This
conclusion, however, is dependent on the implication that 1-2 mills/kWeh (-12 M$/yr/GWe)
or abut 5% of generation cost, is small, which is a claim that would be strongly challenged by
those who must (closely) compete nuclear energy with natural gas, for instance. In any case,
the second issue of transparency and easing of the proliferation concern at all levels involved
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certainly would (should) represent the largest goal and benefit of such fuel-cycle innovations.
While concurrent reductions in fuel-cycle costs would also represent an important benefit,
aside from the issue of proliferation resistance and reduced costs of safeguards per se,
generally any measure taken to reduce the attractiveness of the NFC to a proliferator is
expected to increase costs by some amount. The imposition of such technological and
monitoring constraints are unlikely to reduce NFC costs.

C. Attractiveness Levels (AL)

1. Application of AL to Source Material (SM) Forms

The third tack taken on the proliferation issue within the study ground rules of a simplified
"recipe" focused directly on interpreting and comparing the IAEA(1999) and the
USDOE(1999) guidance on the SM quantity/quality/protection matrices embodied in the Fig.-
9 charts.- what do they mean and how do they compare with the ten SM categories adopted
for the "Cost-for-Effort" analyses of Sec. III.B.? Following USDOE(1999) guidance,
Attractiveness Levels (AL = A through E, as defined in Table IV) were assigned to these 10
SM forms, as indicated in Table XI. Figure 23 correlates these USDOE Attractiveness Levels
with the unit SM costs for the 10 SM forms. In making these assignments, AL = (A,E) where
given decadal assignments over the range (10000, 1), respectively. Although scatter exists, a
clear trend of increasing AL with increasing unit SM cost is indicated on Fig. 23. The SM =
LEUF and HEUS seem to be "outlier" points, but no interpretation is made here, except to
note the clear trend of AL ~- USMC.

Table XI. Summary of Weapons Usable Material (WUM) Production and Inventories
per potential Commercial Source Along with Assignment of USDOE(1999)
Attractiveness Levels (AL).

SM(a)
NUF
NUS
HEUF
HEUS
LEUF
LEUS
MOXF
MOXS
PURG
PUWG

Reactor(b)
CANDU
CANDU
MTR(b)
MTR(b)
PWR
PWR
PWR
PWR

WM Req'd
WMR(kg)

50
15
50
50
50

2*15
2*15
3*15
2*15

15

WM(a)/yr
kg/yr
430
296
3.6
3.2
562
144
325
104

WM/core
kg/core

312
216
10.8
9.6

2810
719
1600
521

WM/FE
kg/FE
0.66
0.46
0.3

0.27
14
3.6
25
8

Attract.
Level (AL)

E
D
B
C
E
D
C
D
B
B

(a) SM = Source Material; WM = Weapons Material (derived from SM).
(b) 1000 MWe, except for MTR, which here is taken to be 10 MWt.
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Figure 23 Correlation of USDOE Attractiveness Levels (AL) with the unit SM costs for the 10 SM forms; in
making these assignments, AL = (A,E) where given decadal assignments over the range (10000, 1), respectively.

2. Attractiveness Level (AL) Results

For each reactor type generating the respective SM forms listed on Table XI the annual
production rates or inventories can be expressed on a kilogram basis, in terms of SQs (the
respective "Significant Quantities"), on aper-core basis, or on a per-fuel-element basis. These
rates or inventories are shown on Fig. 24 in the order kgWUM/yr/reactor, NW(SQ)/yr/reactor,
kgWUM/core, and kgWUM/FE. For each reactor type, either a "fresh(F)" or a "spent(S)" SM
form are considered. As seen from these vectored plots, the F =>S transition decreases in
either production rate or inventory, except for NW(SQ) production rates in NU-fuelled
CANDU reactors. The HEU-fuelled (1 MWt) research reactor and the MOX-fueled LWRs
decrease in AL value with irradiation, whereas the LEU-fuelled LWRs and the NU-fuelled
CANDUs increase in AL under irradiation.

235 233

A key result from this AL exercise is displayed on Fig. 25, which for U and Pu/ U
respectively shows the quantity/quality/(protection) category matrix as recommended by the
IAEA(1999) and the USDOE(1999). Each frame of Fig. 25 shows the placement of potential
uranium- and plutonium-NW producers in terms of core (CORE), fuel-element (FE), and
mass of annual core change out. The placement of each of these SM forms as derived from
the commercial NFC is based on the USDOE(1999) guidance listed in Table IV. To highlight
more clearly the apparent differences between the USDOE AL classifications and the default
application of same using the IAEA(1999) guidance, each of the ten SM forms listed in Table
XI have been correlated with two key parameters: a) the fraction of fissile-fuel in a given SM
form that is usable for fabricating a NW (the usable fissile-fuel content, XUFF, which in cases
where U enrichment is required, accounts for fissile-material lost to the tailing stream); and
b) the mass of SM needed to recover the amount of fissile material required for the particular
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NW in question. Table XII summarizes both of these metrics for the ten SM considered in
this study, as well as the AL ratings for each that result from the application of either USDOE
or IAEA guidance. Figure 26 displays these results graphically for both parameters, for both
sets of guidance, and for the U-NW versus Pu-NW distinction. The following conclusion can
be drawn from these correlations:

• The AL values for either U- or Pu-based NWs show increases above either a maximum
relative usable fissile-fuel content, XUFF, or a specific SM mass, (kg/NW);

• The attractiveness "thresholds" suggested in the last remark correspond to XUFF —0.01 and
1000 kgSM/NW for uranium bombs and to xUFF ~> 0.001 and ~>5000 kg/NW for
plutonium bombs;

• For a given value of either the XUFF or kgSM/NW metric above this threshold, plutonium
has one level of greater attractiveness than does uranium; even though the latter is easier
to fabricate into a NW;

• The IAEA interpretation of SM attractiveness for obtaining a NW is at least one (AL)
level more conservative than that recommended by the USDOE, indicating the need for
considerably greater protection (either intrinsic or extrinsic, both being costly of time and
money) if the IAEA guidelines are followed.
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Figure 24A. Annual production rate of weapons usable material (WUM )per reactor.
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Figure 24B. Annual production rate of nuclear weapons equivalents (NW)per reactor.
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Figure 25A Quantity/qua!ity/(protection) category matrix for 2j3U as recommended by the 1AEA(1999) and the
USDOE(1999) showing the placement of potential uranium-NW producers (HEUF from research reactors,
HEUS from research reactors, LEUF from LWRs, and NUF from CANDUs; the range is determined by fuel-
element (FE) and core (CORE) inventories, and the star indicates the mass associated with one annual core
change.
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Figure 25B Quantity/quality/(protection) category matrix for Pu/23jU as recommended by the 1AEA(1999) and
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(CORE) inventories, and the star indicates the mass associated with one annual core change.
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Table XII. Comparison of Attractiveness Levels for the Ten Source Material (SM)
Forms that Result from Following USDOE(1999) versus IAEA(1999) Guidance.(a)

SOURCE MATERIAL
DESIGNATIONS

SM

NUF
NUS

HEUF

HEUS
LEUF
LEUS
MOXF
MOXS
PURG
PUWG

WM

WGPu

RGPu
RGPu
RGPu
RGPu
WGPu

ATTRACTIVENESS LEVELS, AL
DOE

AL

E
D
B
C
E
D
C
D
B
B

N(AL)

1
10

1000
100

1
10

100
10

1000
1000

IAEA

AL

E
C
B

C
D
C
D
C
B
B

N(AL)

1
L_ 100

1000
100
10

100
1000

100
1000
1000

RELATIVE
CONTENT

v (b)
*UFF

0.0038
0.0027
0.9315

0.825
0.028

0.0072
0.05

0.016
1
1

SM MASS
per NW

SM/NW (kg/NW)

12800
5555
53.8
60.6
1780
4200

600
2800

30
15

Also listed are the SM Masses Required to derive sufficient plutonium or uranium metal for one NW and the
relative usable fissile-fuel content, xUFF, both of which are shown in Fig. 26 in correlation with AL.

Usable fissile fuel content; for enriched 235U, fraction going to tailings not accounted.
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Figure 26A. Correlation of Attractiveness Levels, AL(SM), with the relative usable fissile-fuel content, xUFF, for
a range of SM forms (Table XII.) following both IAEA(1999) and USDOE(1999) guidance; Table IV defines
each of the A -*E attractiveness levels.
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Figure 26B. Correlation of Attractiveness Levels, AL(SM), with the amount of SM required to derive sufficient
plutonium or uranium metal for one NW from the fissile material in question for a range of SM forms (Table
XII.) following both IAEA(1999) and USDOE(1999) guidance; Table IV defines each of the A - » E
attractiveness levels.
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IV. SUMMARY CONCLUSIONS

The primary goal of this study was to frame the proliferation problem in a context that would
be of interest to the maker, owner, and user of commercial nuclear fuel, as well as for decision
makers of future NFC options. An important element in achieving this goal is the
understanding of past and present causes, drivers, trends, controls, "players", motives,
barriers, pathways, etc. associated with the proliferation "process"; any meaningful metric
must recognize and validate that "process". To that end, a review of the evolution and now
changing fabric of nuclear arms control since the end of the Cold War reveals shifting roles
and emphasis and inter-relationships in the two central elements in that fabric - deterrence and
non-proliferation; both represent policies driven by fear of other NW-armed nations and both
have strong elements of instability. Within this changing framework, the quantitative tasks
must be defined to meet the central goals of this effort - the creation of a simple "recipe" to
determine the relative proliferation risks associated with a variety possible NW source
materials (SM) generated, stored, processed, and disposed in the NFC. Three sequential
approaches to achieving this goal of a simple proliferation metric were pursued, with each
generating both problems and insights into this complex problem. These model-based
problems and insights are summarized here as study conclusions, after first listing conclusions
and insights emerging from the review of the general state of proliferation and assessments
related thereto. Areas of future work are then posed in the form of questions in the
concluding subsection. Hence, conclusions are presented in three parts: General and Generic
(based on Sec. H); Study-Specific Findings (Sec. HI.) and Study-Specific Questions (also,
Sec. m.)

A. General and Generic

While not a result emerging from the analyses conducted in this study, but more as a by-
product, the literature review leading to the Background Sec. n. resulted in perspectives and
insights that influenced the course taken by the present study. These perspective and insights
are listed below:

• The importance or priority ordering of the four cardinal issues given in Fig. 2 for the
sustainability of nuclear energy (e.g., waste, safety, economics, proliferation) varies
considerably both among countries and among groups within countries, with bounding
positions being either: a) proliferation is regarded as being the least important issue in
this set, which is held primarily by the nuclear industry in EU countries; or b)
proliferation is one key determining issue in determining the conditional sustainability of
nuclear energy, and is a position held in sectors located primarily within the US
government, and in some parts of IAEA. No matter the strength in reality of any of these
positions, historically, the connection of nuclear energy with NWs development,
particularly among the NWS, is strong (Appendix A) and cannot be ignored by any
assessment of nuclear-energy sustainability that considers public perception to be an
important influencing factor in this debate.
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• The somewhat simple view of the relative importance of proliferation taken above as
being defined in terms of a US versus Elf divide, upon deeper reflection, emerges more as
a government versus utility- divide - a divide defined more by a commercial NFC view
versus a political/governmental view that is similar on both sides of the Atlantic; a
government-utility divide instead of a continental divide is a more accurate (truer)
description.

• Related to the last point, the commercial NFC as a source of SM for NWs is least
attractive to a terrorist SNG, and most likely unattractive to any NNWSs. The
commercial-NFC/terrorist-SNG connection boarders on the implausible. Terrorist-SNGs,
if they ever decided to take the route of a NW-based WMD strategy, would first seek to
implement that strategy through acquiring already-made NW components at varying
levels of assembly, or, if working with a NOC, would pursue uranium enrichment using a
readily available resource and a well-proven NW technology. In either case, a uranium
fission bomb technologically would be the most direct route, in spite of requiring more
fissile material (Table III). Past experience and practices support these contentions, even
to the extent of suggestions being offered for the future direction in this area for the
premier NWS (Pincus, 2000).

The remainder of the "findings" in this subsection derive directly from the literature reviewed
and not from any discoveries emanating directly from the work performed herein.
Nevertheless, these literature-base views were of value in setting the study perspective and
priorities, and for that reason these '"findings" are listed below.

• The end of the Cold War, the increase in US hegemony at both economic and military
levels, and the overwhelming conventional military force possessed (and used) by the US
and NATO have increased the NW-proliferation threats posed by terrorist SNGs, with
possible support from NOC (Nations of Concern, or Rogue States); the possession or
threat of possession of NWs serves as an "equalizer" to the forces imposed by this
otherwise irresistible US hegemony.

• Whereas past NW proliferation concerns focused on Nation States (NNWS = NWWS' +
NOC), and assessment methodologies have been developed to deal with that (Nation
State) concern, present-day concerns have turned more on NW proliferation and related
threats associates with terrorist SNGs, possibly working within and supported by NOCs;
the means for modelling proliferation risk under these conditions have not been
developed, and new approaches are invited; MAUA and/or Game Theoretic methods
present likely tools for such endeavours.

• Present non-proliferation regime as defined both by indefinite holders of NWs and by an
emphasis on non-proliferation, while at present "politically correct" (by NWS standards),
contributes to a trend of increased proliferation (Schell, 2000). Given that indefinite
possession of NW by NWSs is the main driver for other nations to acquire them, the
banning of SNF reprocessing, particularly within NWS, on the grounds that proliferation
risk would thereby be decreased is disingenuous. On the contrary, arguments can be
constructed to show that in the long-term such a policy of "no-reprocessing" policy would
contribute to NW proliferation tendencies.
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• Nuclear-weapons disarmament/control is entering a fourth, post-Cold-War phase
(Abolition =» Deterrence => Nuclear "Peacemaker" => "Unravelment") wherein non-
proliferation policies replace/supplement deterrence, with increased instability a result
(e.g., a single missile test by a small, poverty-stricken country stresses every aspect of the
nuclear arms control regime) (Schell, 2000).

• While the diffusion of nuclear technology has been widespread, creating a "latent
capacity" for many nations to "go nuclear", little evidence exists for the conversion of this
latent capacity into a NW capability in a way that success of the latter depends wholly on
the existence of the former (Meyer, 1984).

• Related to the last point, the development and diffusion of nuclear technology supports
strongly the non-proliferation regime by allowing the erection of even stronger extrinsic
(e.g., institutional controls at both national and international levels) and extrinsic
(materials, processing technologies) barriers to obtaining materials and technologies from
the NFC that might be used to build a NW arsenal and the delivery means.

B. Study-Specific Findings

• While non-proliferation is a political/social/cultural issue, metrics based on controlling
SM access and barriers (e.g., material, physical, technological, institutional) can be
constructed at a country level using a wide range of methodologies that are primarily of
comparative/relative use (EGD, CVM, MAUA, R/CA or PRA, MCO).

• Analysing terrorist SNG (Sub-National Groups) and/or NOC (Nations of Concern, Rogue
States) using above-listed methods remains a challenge; new methods will be required,
and these methods probably will not be "simple".

• The approaches to simplified "recipes" for proliferation-risk indices (PRI) pursued in this
study (e.g., four-factor formula; cost-to-effort measure of technical difficulty; established
Attractiveness Level and material-protection categories) met conceptual and
implementation impasses because:

- Material processes to acquire NW-usable materials are expected to be dominated by
material and facility availability rather than acquisition and processing effort (cost)
per se;

- The clandestine efforts or processes are expected to be judged/evaluate differently
than the commercial ones used in this study; in commercial operations environmental
and safety issues are major contributors to the unit costs used in this "cost-for-effort"
analysis, and for the terrorist SNG proliferating agent, issues of environmental impact
and worker safety may not be paramount strategic or tactical elements.

- Nevertheless, the unit SM costs, without including processing expenditures, correlate
with established/recommended (USDOE, 1999) SM Attractiveness Levels; this
correlation indicates that only quantities of SM required to produce a NW are
important [e.g., the WUM/SM ratio, and the availability of material and facilities are
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more important than the costs (efforts) of whatever process is required for the SM =>
WUM conversion.].

• Proliferation-Risk Indices based on four-factor formula: PRI = POLI * QUAN * QUAL * PROT:

- The political/cultural parameter, POLI, must be related to NWA level, but such a
relationship is subjective, speculative, unclear; it may be good for exploratory "what-
if" comparative analyses;

- Development of a meaningful protection metric, PROT, proved difficult, and led to
consideration of metrics based on "cost-for-effort" and to the consideration of a
rationalization application of the otherwise qualitative Attractiveness Levels (AL)
recommended by USDOE(1999);

- Essential to the four-factor evaluation of PRI is the assumption that the four factors
remain relatively independent; arguments were made as to why this may not be the
case, particularly in the case of a terrorist SNG or an SNG + NOC proliferating agent;
this interconnection between QUAL, QUAN, and POLI through NWA needs to be
mapped.

• Cost-for-Effort (technological-difficulty) correlation:

- equating commercial NFC costs to technical difficulty and relating results to a
proliferating agent's "budget constraint" as a measure of required effort needed to
recover the required amount of WUM from a given kind and quantity of SM is subject
to criticism related to economics {e.g., "willingness-to-pay" arguments) of a terrorist
versus more standard market applications ;

- source material (SM) availability plays a comparable, if not greater, role than level of
effort required of the SM =>WUM conversion for a terrorist-SNG proliferating agent;

- a simple metric resulted from this analytical approach, but remains to be correlated
with institutional assignments of protection categories for specific SM forms;

- the unit cost of SM correlates roughly with (USDOE, 1999) Attractiveness Level
(AL), indicating that a key ingredient in the definition of the ALs is the density of
WUM in a given SM form; the quality of the recovered WUM must also play, but
this role was not resolved, although metrics and procedures were identified.
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Attractiveness-Level (AL) correlation:

- for a given SM form and quantity {e.g., FE, CORE, or 1/yr in Fig. 25) metric, the
"fresh" =>"spent" transition normally decreases AL (Fig. 24), but in the case of
CANDUs, it increases;

- the readily usable, "ready-made" AL approach leads to a simply applied "recipe", but
the method is designed only for qualitative guidance, and quantitative application is
desired; preliminary applications have taken place in other NFC studies of the MCO
kind (Trellue, 2000) as a result of these efforts;

- specific AL assignments to specific SNM forms seems to vary both among and within
institutions, with the IAEA seemingly more conservative than the USDOE with
respect to spent LWR fuel; this difference results primarily from the gradation of
various plutonium forms in the USDOE guidance, which is an approach not taken by
the IAEA;

- preliminary application to MCO model has been accomplished using the AL metric to
create a NFC-weighted average AL and a ^er-reactor (SM) disappearance frequency
resulting in one SQ (Trellue, 2000) , but considerably more analyses (parametric
sensitivity analyses) needed; the MCO method has also been recently applied to the
comparative analysis of a range of P&T (partitioning and transmutation) schemes in
parallel with relative cost and environmental comparative assessments (Krakowski,
2100).

C. Study-Specific Questions

The formulation of the algebra needed to perform the attribute evaluations suggested in Table
IV, Figs. 13-15, and Eqs. (l)-(2), as well as the formation of the even simpler "cost-for-effort"
and the AL measures, has identified key questions that must be resolved; these are listed to
suggest a future research menu.

• Existence of Relationships Between Proliferation Agent, OUAL, and QUAN: How
important and valid is any inferred QUAL-QUAN connection, and to what degree should
the simplified recipe for a fuel-cycle proliferation metric take into account the nature of
the particular Proliferation Agent?

• Relationship between proliferation risk and WUM/SM: the density of weapons-usable
material, WUM, in a given source material, SM, seems to be used by both IAEA(1999)
and USDOE(1999) in establishing the value of the attendant proliferation risk; is this
true?
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Relationship Between Safeguard Rules/Philosophy and the Proliferating Agents: At an
operational level, the aims, goals, and capabilities of the Proliferating Agent will effect
the QUAN-QUAL and PROT (at both extrinsic (institutional) and intrinsic (material and
physical-plant) levels to be applied by the "owner" of the nuclear material. In short, the
level of protection is dependent on the Proliferating Agent. How should the "owner"
respond in protecting against threats that are dependent on the particular Proliferating
Agent?

- Plan for the high(er)-probability, low(er) consequence event (e.g., Proliferating Agent
= terrorist SNG, with possibility of SNG + NOC)?

- Plan for the complement of the above-described case?

- Plan for all eventualities, and/or do not consider the Proliferating Agent?

Protection versus Proliferation Resistance: The influence of protection on proliferation
risk could not be resolved with the limits of this study. To understand quantitatively, and
at an international level, the role of protection in neutralizing proliferation risk is of strong
practical importance (i.e., is plutonium in a repository free of proliferation risks, and on
what time scales?

- Does a level of protection exist where the proliferation risk approaches zero?

- For the most governments and publics, simply having nuclear material around causes
a perception of a risk of theft or diversion, thereby contributing to a proliferation risk.
Can "protection" at some level reduce the perception of such risks?

- Do all of the (protection) Category curves recommended in INFCIRC/225 (IAEA,
1999) correspond to the same risk of proliferation through nuclear material theft
and/or diversion? [e.g., referring to Fig. 25, does a condition of material quality and
quantity exist such that CAT-I(QUAL,QUAN) = CAl-m(QUAL',QUANr)l, can CAT-
II + RAD = CAT-I? Can a more quantitative connection be made between
"proliferation resistance" and "protection" (either physical and/or intrinsic)?]

Repository Safeguards and Proliferation Risks:

- How does one assign IAEA protection-category levels to active, full-but-open, and
closed repositories in specific geologic environments?

- To what degree can the depth of a repository for specific operational and geologic
conditions be compared to the amount of armed concrete placed around a nuclear-
materials storage facility in terms of arriving at some kind of protection category
"equivalency"?

IAEA Guidelines versus Protocol: When/if/how will the (protection) Category
recommendations assume a more forceful, formal stature, particularly from the viewpoint
of the (nuclear materials) "owner"?

Economics of Safeguards: What are the real economic costs of safeguards in terms of the
three categories: inspection costs, facility capital costs, and facility operational costs?
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Can the benefits of related expenditures (not matter how small the COE increases) be
expressed in expressed in terms of enhanced public/government confidence in nuclear
power?
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NOMENCLATURE

ABM Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty.
AL Attractiveness Level (USDOE, 1999).
ATB Atmospheric Test Ban Treaty.
BCM(kg) Bare (un-reflected, uncompressed) Critical Mass of fissile material.
BU Fissile fuel burn-up (MWd/kgHM).
C&C Command and Control.
CAT-I,m,m Category of protection (IAEA, 1999; USDOE, 1999).
CBW Chemical-Biological Weapon
CF Proliferation (sub) attribute related to Chemical Form.
CH,CN China.
CS Cooling Storage of spent nuclear fuel.
CST(M$) Cost of obtaining fissile material to proliferator (direct or marginal).
CTBM Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty.
CVM Comparative Value (cost) Measures DA.
DA Decision Analysis.
DT(yr) Detection Time.
EF Feed fraction of 235U to ER.
EGD Expert Group Delphi DA.
ER, EP Isotopic Enrichment of uranium fuel.
ET Tailings fraction.
ETO fissile fraction in reject or tailing material, exogenously specified.
EU European Union.
FE Fuel Element.
FEN mass Enhancement Factor (EP - ET)/(EF - ET).
FF Fuel Fabrication of enriched uranium fuel, or fresh (un-irradiated) fuel.
FP Fission Products.
FSP Separative Product Factor, Eq. (6).
FR Fraction.
GDP(M$/yr) Gross Domestic Product.
HEU Highly Enriched Uranium.
HEUF Fresh HEU fuel.
HEUS Spent HEU fuel.
HM Heavy Metal (U, Pu)
HTG(W/kg) Heating rate of fissile material.
IAEA International Atomic Energy Agency.
IS Interim Storage of spent nuclear fuel.
ISP Integrated Safeguards Proposal.
IREP Reprocessing switch.
ISEP Separations switch.
ITD Inherent Technical Difficulty.
IAEA International Atomic Energy Agency
LANL Los Alamos National Laboratory.
LEU Low Enriched Uranium.
LEUF Fresh LEU fuel.
LEUS Spent LEU Fuel.
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INFCE International Fuel-Cycle Evaluation
LP Linear Programming (model).
LWR Light Water Reactor.
MAR Marginal Cost.
MAUA Multi-Attribute Utility Analysis DA.
MCO Multi-Criteria Optimization DA.
MIT Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
MM Mining and Milling (of uranium fuel).
MOU Memorandum of Understanding.
MOX Mixed (plutonium/uranium) Oxide fuel.
MP Material Processing.
MRS Monitored Retrievable Storage of spent nuclear fuel.
m(QUAN) a function of QUAN.
NBCM Number BCMs.
NACAP Non-proliferation Alternative Systems Assessment Program.
NAT Natural uranium.
NATO North Atlantic Treaty Organization.
NEA Nuclear Energy Agency (of the OECD).
NFC Nuclear Fuel Cycle.
NNP Nuclear Power Plant.
NNWSNon-Nuclear Weapons State membership to the Proliferating Actors/Agent set.
NPRX Number nuclear power reactors.
NPT Non-Proliferation Treaty.
NRRX Number nuclear research reactors, full set.
NNWSNon-Nuclear Weapons State, subset not including NOC.
NNWS' Non-Nuclear Weapons State.
NOC Nation of Concern (Rogue State).
NU Natural Uranium.
NUF Fresh NU fuel.
NUS Spent NU Fuel.
NW Nuclear Weapon.
NWA Nuclear Weapons Aspiration level of Proliferation Agent.
NWS Nuclear Weapons State membership to the Proliferation Actors set.
OECD Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development.
OREP($/kgU) Uranium ore price.
p(PROT) a function of PROT.
PC($/kgHM) Processing Cost. REPP + PUSP.
POLI Political proliferation metric attribute.
PRA Probabilistic Risk Analysis DA.
PPRO Proliferation (sub) attribute related to Physical Protection.
PRI Proliferation Risk Index.
PROT Proliferation attribute related to all aspects of material Protection.
PSI Paul Scherrer Institut.
PURG Reactor Grade Plutonium.
PUWG Weapons Grade Plutonium.
PUSP($/kg) Cost of U-Pu separation.
QUAL Proliferation attribute related to fissile-material Quality.
QUAN Proliferation attribute related to fissile-material Quantity.
q(QUAN) a function of QUAN.
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R/CA Risk/Consequence Analysis DA.
RAD(Sv/kg) Proliferation attribute related to Radiation environment (of the material).
REPOS Repository for nuclear waste.
REPP($/kg) Cost of reprocessing
REPRO Reprocessing of spent nuclear fuel.
RGPU, RPU Reactor Grade plutonium.
RS Rogue State membership to the Proliferation Actors set.
RU Russia.
RX Reactor.
SALT Strategic Arms Limitation Treaties.
SF Spent Fuel.
SM Source Material (containing NW-usable material).
SMC Source Material Cost.
SMCR Source Material Cost Ratio, Eq. (9).
SMQ Source Material Quantity, Eq.(4).
SMQR Source Material Quantity Ratio.
SMV($) Source Material Value, Eq. (8).
SMVR($) Source Material Value Ratio, Eq. (10).
SNF Spent Nuclear Fuel.
SNF Special Nuclear Material.
SNG Sub-National Group (terrorist, TR).
SNS(Bq/kg) Spontaneous Neutron Source strength of fissile material.
SPu Separated Plutonium (as metal, MOX, or chemical mixture).
SQ Significant Quantity (25 kg for HEU).
SW Separative Work, Eq. (5).
SWC($) Separative Work Costs
SWU Separative Work Unit.
SWUP($/kgSWU) Cost (Price) of Separative Work.
T(yr) time scale of proliferating agent.
T*i(yr) time to penetrate fissile-material physical protection of a given category i.
TOT Total cost.
TR Terrorist group membership to the Proliferation Actors set.
UK United Kingdom.
US United States.
USSR Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.
USDOE United States Department of Energy.
USMV Unit Source Material Value.
USMVR Unit Source Material Value Ratio, Eq. (11).
WG Weapons Grade.
WGPu Weapons Grade plutonium.
WP(yr) Warning Period.
WPU, WGPU Weapons Grade Plutonium.
WqjP weighting factors.
W M C ( M $ ) Weapons Material Cost, Eq. (7).
W M D Weapon of Mass Destruction.
W M R ( k g ) Weapons Material Requirement (BCM*FF) , Eq. (3).
W U M Weapons Usable Material .
x variable.
<£(x) enrichment potential, (2x - l ) log[x/( l - x)] .
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APPENDICES

Appendix A. Abbreviated Chronology of Nuclear Energy and Nuclear Weaponry
Development

Date(s)

1934

1938

1938

1939

1939

1939

December 1942

August 6 and 9, 1945

November 1945

1946

1946

1948

Event(s)

Discovery of artificial radioactivity in Paris by Freideiric and Irene Joliot-Curie.

Discovery of nuclear fission in Berlin by Otto Hahn, Lisa Meitner, and Fritz Strassmann.

Measurement of average number of neutrons released per fission by Jacob Huban (??) and
?? Kasanski.

Neils Bohr and John Archibald Wheeler predict that only very heavy nuclei containing an
odd number of neutrons would be fissile to neutrons of all energies, even down to nearly
zero energy.

Secret memorandum by refugee German physicists Rudolf Peierls and Otto Frisch asserted
the extraordinary power of a fission based on 235U, set out the mechanism for such a
weapon, and described its effects.

Leo Szilard suggests colleagues among the Allies cease open-literature publication of
findings from uranium research. Alexander Sachs passes on letter from Albert Einstein and
an affixed rept by Leo Szilard to Franklin D. Roosevelt; research secrecy under the
Manhattan Project is born.

Demonstration of controlled nuclear fission reactor by Enrico Fermi at Stagg Field,
University of Chicago.

Japan struck by first atomic bombs used in warfare.

Tripartite Declaration by United States, United Kingdom, and Canada that industrial
applications of nuclear energy should not be shared among nations until adequate safeguards
and international controls were in place.

Baruch Plan presented to United Nations and called for the creation of an International
Atomic Development Authority that would be entrusted with all phases of the development
and use of atomic energy. All nuclear weapons would be destroyed under this revolutionary
form of world government, and the development of nuclear energy would only then proceed.
Soviet Union wanted first the destruction of all nuclear weapons (e.g., the U.S. nuclear
arsenal must be eliminated first).

Atomic Energy Act of 1946 (McMahon Act) established the civilian U.S. Atomic Energy
Commission, made secret all information on the use of fissionable material for the
production of electrical energy. The government-industry-university partnership created
under the Manhattan Project remained intact to develop both a nuclear arsenal and nuclear
energy.

Formation of Westinghouse Atomic Power Division (WAPD) at Bettis, Pittsburgh, to work
jointly with the AEC and Argonne National Laboratory to design/construct/operate the
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Date(s)

1949

1952

ca. 1953

1954

December 8. 1954

1954

1955

1956

Event(s)
Submarine Thermal Reactor (STR) based on the pressurized-water reactor (PWR) concept.

Soviet Union tests nuclear explosive, after a 1942 decision to pursue the development of a
nuclear weapon, which did not become a high priority until 1945.

United Kingdom tests nuclear explosive, followed by a period (1952-57) of nuclear-
weapons buildup at a rate constrained by nuclear-weapons versus nuclear-energy economic
trade-off.

Major task was to demonstrate nuclear power could be practical and economic; the prize
was cheap power at home and substantial sales abroad. United States. United Kingdom.
France, and Canada (e.g., the 1945 Triparite Declarers plus France) gave nuclear power
development a high priority.

U.S. submarine Nautilus launched powered by the STP2 (PWR. highly enriched uranium
core) reactor.

Dwight D. Eisenhower makes Atoms for Peace speech to the United Nations, which
suggested the establishment of an International Atomic Energy Agency to be responsible for
contributions of fissionable material made by the United States. Soviet Union, and other
nations, and to devise ways and means to allocate fissionable materials for peaceful
purposes and to provide abundant electrical energy to the power-starved areas of the world
The Soviet Union responded with curt negativity (e.g., the proposal would do little in
reducing the danger of nuclear war): the proposal, however, enjoyed strong worldwide
support, and presented a conjunction of ideas and interest that reordered priorities away
from international inspections and towards peaceful applications of nuclear energy:

• U.S. Non-Proliferation Policy: Allies could move under the U.S. Nuclear Umbrella,
while benefiting from the development of a peaceful use of atomic energy.

• Nuclear Options: The common path to nuclear weapons and nuclear energy could be
traversed by nations close to the point of divergence without fear of reprimand of
reprisal.

• Nuclear Science: Global scientific exchange of nuclear information not related to
weapons was supported, encouraged, expanded, and supported. Cooperation and
competition flourished.

• Industrial Interests: Also flourished under private ownership of nuclear enterprises
under substantial government support of a promising, but risky, business.

• Government Interests: Assured a strong U.S. position in the world nuclear-energy
market, particularly in areas of expensive energy costs (Europe, developing countries).

Atomic Energy Act of 1954 changed domestic law to the extent needed to implement the
Atoms for Peace proposals of Dwight D. Eisenhower, including allowing the U.S. to
become a member of the (future) IAEA. Impacted (U.S.) government-industry relationships
with regard to things nuclear: openness versus secrecy swung to the former: strong support
of industry by government to promote nuclear energy.

Soviet Union first used nuclear reactor for electricity production from a 5-Mwe
experimental reactor.

United Kingdom uses electricity from four 50-Mwe carbon-dioxide-cooled, natural-
uranium-fueled graphite-moderated reactors (at Calder Hall). These dual-use reactors were
built for weapons-plutonium production and were uneconomic for electricity production
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Date(s)

1957

1956

1957

1957

1958 (?)

1958

1960

December 1963

1963

1964

1964

ca. 1968 (?)

1967

ca. 1967 (?)

1968

1969b

Event(s)
alone; the French followed the same route at Marcoule.b

The United States contributes the light-water-cooled Shippingport (Pennsylvania) as a
60-Mwe small-scale demonstration of nuclear electric power generation. Joint project
between AEC and Duquesne Light Company; power later increased to 90 MWe; used later
as a test bed for the U-Th-based light-water breeder reactor (LWBR).

U.S. bilateral agreements on nuclear energy flourished in the form of both outright gifts for
nuclear research (small research reactors and required fuel) and for research and power
applications.

Secret Chinese-Soviet agreement on sharing in nuclear science and engineering.

IAEA becomes new international organization with potential for global membership. Idea of
the IAEA as nuclear materials bank never took off; became a framework for technical
assistance that is aimed primarily

Dresden-1(180 MWe) was the first commercial Boiling-Water Reactor (BWR)
commissioned after a turnkey contract was signed (1954) between General Electric
Company and Commonwealth Edison of Chicago.

Formation of the European Atomic Energy Community (Euratom) within the European
Economic Community (began with formation of the European Coal and Steel Community in
1952) to foster rapid growth of nuclear industries in Europe; U.S. bilateral nuclear
agreements ultimately transferred to/through Euratom.

France tests nuclear weapon, after a development period (1956-60) that largely tracked that
of the United Kingdom.

Jersey Central Power and Light Company announces intention to build the 560-MWe LWR
at Oyster Creek without government assistance with the promise producing cheaper
electricity than a fossil-fuel plant of similar capacity; orders for nuclear power plants
dramatically increased.

Limited Test Ban Treaty (LTBT) concluded; limited nuclear weapons testing to under
ground.

China tests nuclear explosive

Private ownership of fissionable materials in the United States was authorized by law.

Canada advances technologies based on heavy-water-moderated, natural-uranium-fueled,
light-water-cooled CANDU reactors, which find both domestic markets as well as markets
in less-developed countries (India, Pakistan).

Treat of Tlatelolco completed; prohibited nuclear weapons in Latin America; impelled by
the Cuban missile crisis.

Decision to scale U.S. light-water reactors up in size by roughly a factor of two to >~l,000
MWe to gain competitive edge with fossil-fuel electric generation stations.

Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) completed.

U.K. switches from Calder Hall type reactors to AGRs, and France adopts LWRs, both
operating on low-enriched uranium fuel.
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Date(s)

1971

June 1972

May 18. 1974

1974

1975

1975

1977

1978

Event(s)

Zangger Committee (dozen nuclear technology exporting nations) formed to control exports
of nuclear technologies by creating trigger list of nuclear technologies requiring safeguards
if exported to non-nuclear-weapon nations.

First published domestic regulation specifically addressing physical protection of nuclear
material in response to increasing terrorists activities in the early 1970s: U.S. Regulation
lOtCFR Partt73. Physical Protection of Plant and Materials.

India explodes an experimental (physics) plutonium nuclear device in Rajasthan desert near
Pakistan (Peaceful Nuclear Explosive. PNE) using plutonium generated in its CIRUS
research reactor.

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission publishes a comprehensive study on the safety of
light-water reactors (U.S. DOE report WASH-1400. the Rasmussen Report).

IAEA responds to terrorist-related concerns in 1972 by establishing Advisory Group that
issued first set of international guidelines (June 1972) that set the basis for more elaborate
international guidelines issued in 1975 as INFCIRC/225. The Physical Protection of Nuclear
Materials, again in response to increased terrorist activities: sequentially
broadened/strengthened/updated: INFCIRC/225/Rev.2(1989).INFCIRC/225/Rev.3(1993).
and lNFCIRC/225/Rev.4(1998)cd

Nuclear Suppliers Group (NSG. or London Club) formed to consider/implement further
restrictions on trade in nuclear technologies: similar membership as Zangger Committee
(1971). but included France.

Issue U.S. Congress Office of Technology Assessment report, unclear Proliferation and
Safeguards.

U.S. Nuclear Non-Proliferation Act passed (NNPA); U.S. would no longer
reprocess spent fuel or export uranium enrichment or reprocessing
technologies.

• End nuclear trade with non-nuclear-weapon states with nuclear facilities not subject to
full-scale safeguards.

• Requirement of U.S. permission to reprocess, enrich, or re-export nuclear materials
received from the U.S.

• Prohibited export of nuclear technologies to "non-nuclear- weapons" nations that
detonated a nuclear explosive.

• Re-negotiation of all contracts to assure compliance with the last three requirements.

1979 ; Core meltdown at Unit 2 of the Three-Mile-Island PWR generating station.

June 7. 1981

1980

1983

1985

Israel destroys Iraqi research reactor at the Tammuz nuclear center at El-Tuwaitha (outside
Baghdad).

LAEA report of the International Nuclear Fuel Cycle Evaluation (INFCE).

Fast-neutron, liquid-metal-cooled. 1.200-MWe. breeder reactor. Super Phoenix is
completed.

Treaty of Rarotonga completed: non-nuclear-weapons zone established for the South
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Date(s)

1986

1988

March 28, 1986

1992

1995

Event(s)
Pacific, while requiring that some exports to nuclear-weapons states be safeguarded.

Former technician at Dimona nuclear facility reveals strong evidence of Israeli nuclear
weapons program, which began with the importation of French research reactor and
reprocessing equipment in 1956.

South Africa claims capability to manufacture nuclear weapons (began in early 1970s; six
uranium nuclear weapons in 1990; program terminated in 1990 and weapons destroyed).

RBMK reactor at Chernobyl experiences core meltdown/burn/dispersal.

Nuclear Suppliers Group (NSG) adopts full-scale safeguards and expands trigger to include
dual-use items.

Non-Proliferation Treaty renewal/extension.

Willrich (1974), Goldschmidt (1982), Gardner (1994)

By ~1969, the British, which at that time had the largest nuclear power capacity in the world, had
shifted to low-enriched uranium fuel used in Advanced Gas Reactor (AGR) design. The French also
shifted to light-water reactors (LWR) using low-enriched uranium that were manufactured at that time
under license from the U.S. and/or German firms.

cKurihara(1977)

d Bunn(1997)
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